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The
is
progressing rapidly.
schooner is being changed to a threemaster. She will be launched about the
last of May.

yard,

WKUK.
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II. Norris —Dry Goods.
Postal Tel. ('able Co.—Petition.
I.ewis Friend
( o
Clothing.
A. II. Joy—Groceries,
f baric** f\ Paine—Sale of real estate.
W p. Parker A
Co.—Clothing.
II K Mill Notice to contractors and builders.
Pluehlll Steamnoat Co.—Spring arrangement.
I.AMOINE
A.

John A. Scott is at home from Bowdoin
He conon an enforced vacation.
tracted a severe cold which affected one
He is
of his ears, bursting the drum.

—

college

now

I.lEucrti mnts.

Miss Lizzie Crippen i9 visiting in Bos-

therefore, for
looking about

—

Work has been resinned at the Hopkins
machine shop.
B. Cole, of B. E. Cole A Co.,
the city two days last week.
F.

to he

von

is

and
lind many

bargains

a

Increased pension lias been issued
Boland E. Davis, of West Ellsworth.

among

Charles E. Woodman, of Bangor,
is the guest of Mrs. George I*. Dutton.

appearing.

It

must

soon

litting,

therefore, that we should
that
remind you
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von

come

article you

the

or

want may
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spring
We

for

a new

suit, overcoat

or

pants.

showing

are

some

dren's

elegant

men's, hoys’ and
readymade suits

m

a

stilt

soft hat, call on us, ;is we
have them in the latest shapes.
We haw just received a new
line of Johnson pants, the best
pants made for business
or

\

j'

of

Main

and

Hancock

The steam tug “Little Round Top” is
being repaired for her summer work.
She is having a few new planks put in,
and new copper plates on the bottom.
She will be repainted.
Ellsworth’s “Outing club,” to be reorganized this summer, is more than a
picnic or a coon hunt. Its young members make a scientific study of bird, plant

chilhave

spring style

corner

better.

arrived, and we shall be pleased
to show them to our customers.
If you want

the

at

streets, recently occupied by Mr. I.oad-

patterns in late style suitings
Our new
and pants goods.

styles

and animal life
An ideal club!

in the woods and ileitis.
Lewiston Journal.

Rev. D. L. Yale, by request, will repeat
iiis stereopticon lecture on “The Holy
City," at the Congregational vestry, Friday evening, at 7: 30 o’clock. Admission,
25 cents.

IW.

The last meeting of the season of The
Fortnightly will be held to-morrow
(Thursday) evening, April 11, at 8 o’clock.
The club will meet at Manning hall, by

R. PARK HR £ (U.
KU.SWOKTII.

>ir.

invitation of the "bachelor” members.
The Outing club will hold its first
meeting for the season Saturday after1.30, in the Congregational
the seavestry. All w ho w ish to join for
son must come or send their names to
Mias Mary A. Clark.
noon

at

is hinted that the through express
between Boston and Bar Harbor
will carry dining cars this season, hut
from what the officials say it is probable
It

trains
;
I

|
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Big Saving

friend with the boathook

seems

to

be

forcibly impressed with its size. Hut if you
really wish to know what a big saving is,
call at my store, ask for prices, and calculate what you tan save by buying of me.
MY

MOTTOES:

Brices Lowest.
means

AUSTIN

of my

H.

felling you

a

JOY,

Manning Block, ELLSWORTH, ME.

JUSTIN

M. FOSTER,

CARPENTER

and

builder.

I draw plan., make e.tlmatea, take contracts
fur all claaee. of liulldlnge. First-class work

manslitp guaranteed.

Special attention given
Water St.

to

The schooner “Mary Augusta,” Capt.
Atwood Bowden, which sailed from Mt.
Desert Ferry March 30, with stone, for
Philadelphia, and for which the owners in
Ellsworth were beginning to feel anxious,
was
reported Tuesday of this week Rt

Vineyard

Haven.

Miss Ella M. Call has moved to Lowell,

that nothing definite has yet been decided upon.
last Sunday being Palm Sunday, the
flower committee of the Congregational
church decorated the pulpit simply, but
sermon
prettily, with potted palms. The
of “The Triumphal
was a description

pany,
with tire, when nearly every man in the
company ruined a suit of clothes, made a
peremptory demand for increased salary.
The city fathers not liking the style of
the demand refused and thecompuny disbanded. I'ntil a community is able or
willing to pay fully for its tire protection
and demand that it be of the best, a spirit
of compromise and “meet you half way”
htnnebec Jouris absolutely necessary,
nal.

Here comes the Mayflower! The first
blossom of the season, in full Uower, was
brought to this office Monday. This
venturesome little blossom, which peeped
forth so early in the season, was spied by
the sharp eyes of Miss Ruth Lord, the
little daughter of Mr. and Mrs. F. S.
Lord, ami borne off in triumph. The

plucked on Saturday.
The King's Daughters are busy with
prepaiations for their fair, or “bazar of

blossom

bazar, “Rebecca at the [lemonade]
Well” will be present, and during the
evening the "Magic Mirror” will be presented on the stage.
a

H. Price Webber, the popular comedian,
assisted by the Boston Comedy Co., g«ve
„.,t„

tv,;.,

Sanitary Wobk.

Em.sworth,

Me.

_

EASTER AT THE CHURCHES.

Special Musical Programmes and Appropriate Sermons.
Easter Sunday will be observed at the
churches of the city as usual by special
musical programmes and sermons.
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH.

At the Congregational church in the
morning at 10.30 o’clock, the pastor, Rev.
D. L. Yale, will deliver an Easter sermon.
There will be special music by the chorus
choir. The programme will include the
following anthems:
“Why Seek Ye the Living Among
the Dead?”.C. W. Green
“Sing Alleluia Forth!”.Buck
Te Deum, B minor.Buck
Gloria, “Lost Chord”.Sullivan
“’Tls Night; a Sabbath Calm is Brooding Now”.Trowbridge
Soprano ami alto solos, mixed nuartette and
chorus, with violin obligato by Mrs. Morris.
The people’s service in the evening will
be held in the church, instead of in the
vestry as usual, at 7 o’clock. The service
will be led by the Sunday school. After
the service potted plants will be disthese
All are welcome at
tributed.
services.
UNITARIAN CHURCH.
'PUn.n •••ill

n

unanifll

T-QLinor

uort'inc at.

Kent, organist.
Following is the programme:
Anthem, “Christ Our Passover,” John Wlegand
Double Quintette.
Scripture Reading,

Rev. L. I>. Coc hrane.
Anthem, “Easter Day”.E. C.
Mrs. Redman and Quartette.

Prayer,

Rawlcy

The Pastor.

Soprano Solo, “Avo Maria”.II- Millard
Miss Mabel Monaghan.
Remarks,
litliom,

A

The Pastor.
“A pproach and Heboid”.1
Double Quintette.

C.

Mary

JOSEPH’S CATHOLIC CHURCH.
Joseph’s Catholic church the
Easter services will consist of low mass at
S o’clock, high mass at 10.00 and vespers
The following excellent musical
at 7.00.
programme has been arranged for high
ST.

St.

At

contractors and builders are invited
As stated in
to submit sealed proposals.
another column, bids will be received
until 7 p. m., April 24; H. E. Hill, F. It.
Moore and J. P. Eldridge are the building committee. Probably it won't be
many moons before a handsome new
block will adorn the western end of the
and

honorary memlast Wednesday

to continue the
committee of six
appointed to carry out the work of the
club was as follows: Mrs. L. A. Emery,
Mrs. GeorgeP. Dutton, Mrs. N. C. King,
Miss Alice Scott, Miss M. A. Clark, Mrs.
F. A. Coombs. It was decided to hold a
meeting of the active members Saturday
afternoon at 4.30. It is very important
that all should be present at this meeting,
that it may be ascertained in which department of work they wish to be enrolled.

A pleasant social gathering was held at
Mrs. E. G. Swett’s last Wedndsday even-

in

Leavening Power.— Latest U. S. Gov’t Report

Rowder
ABiommv pure
HIGH SCHOOL NOTES.

OBITUARY.

Harold Hall has returned toschool after
few days’ absence.

a

Hattie L. Mason
pleased
of the sophomore class back at school
after her long illness.
All

to

are

see

The Hag at the school-house has been
half-mast, out of respect for the
memory of the late sub-principal, Leamon
E. Moore.

One of our citizens who recently visited
the school was surprised at the Hne condition of the desks, and complimented
the pupils for it.
There will probably be two ball nines
at the school this season—the senior nine,
consisting of picked players from the
upper classes, and the freshman nine.
The exercises postponed from last Friday till this week will consist of declamations, music, instrumental and vocal, a
debate and a paper.
dially invited.

Visitors

are

cor-

The mock trial of last fall was so successful that the students are talking of
having another. It will probably take
place in a few weeks, and be principally
under the direction of the commercial
law class.
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

Whereas, The members of the Ellsworth
high school, having learned with sorrow

of the death of their former teacher and
friend, Mr. Leamon E. Moore, therefore
be it
Resolved, That the members of the
high school, in lyceum assembled, extend
bereaved family their sincere
to the
sympathy and mourn with them in their
loss.

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be printed in the Ellsworth American, and a copy be sent to the bereaved
family.

(’ARRIR M. CT7NNTNOHAM. ^

/-Com.

Burton B. Walker,
Harry S. Jones, 2d.

J

Easter Monday Concert and Ball.
The concert and ball to be given by city
hose company, No. 2, next Monday evening promises to be a great success. The
committee has prepared a programme of
more than the usual excellence for the
concert which will precede the dance.
The programme is as follows:

March—“Honeymoon,”.Geo.

M.

Greely

Orchestra.
Song—“Fan-well, Dear Heart,”
Miss Mabel Monaghan.
Recitation—"Mr. Traver-*’ First Hunt,”
Miss Eva Aiken.
Irish Character Sketches and Songs,
William -J. Flint.

Anthem—“To-day lie's Risen.”
Kvrio.Hamma
Gloria.Hamma
Credo.Hamma
A ve Maria.J- Brellvet
Miss Mabel Monaghan.
Sanctus.Hamma
Agnus Dei.Hamma
Haec Dies.Rapp
Easter

Miss Lizzie Mullan.

o,

is

Salutarls.C. J. Hargitt
Charles H. Drummey.
The programme for the vesper service
as

follows:

Vespers.Rosewigg
Coeli.Leanord
Regina

< >, salutarls..Bordeee
Tantum Ergo.Mendelssohn

METHODIST CHURCH.

There will bean Easter sermon at the
Methodist Episcopal church next Sunday
morning by the pastor. It is expected
that there will be a baptism and several
persons received into the church.
At everybody’s service, from 7 to 8
o’clock, the pastor will give “A Few

Thoughts

on

Easter.”

Everybody

is

C. J. Treworgy returned
York last Saturday night.

New

from

The mu:;ic for dancing will be furnished
by Monaghan’s orchestra.
Admission to concert, 25 cents; reserved
seats, 35 cents; dance tickets, 50 cents;
supper, 75 cents per couple.

Village Improvement Society.
The Village improvement
society of
Ellsworth is making preparations to do
good work this season. To enable it to
make a beginning, it is proposed to raise
money by giving a concert and ball at

an

in-

Dannie E. Eoweree has been laid up for
than a week w it hi measles.

more

Alden Dyer
laBt week at

confined to the house
E. A. Flood’s, with the

was

mumps.
A. J. Lord and B. B. Whitcomb have
returned to their studies in Andover and
Boston respectively.
The rain of Tuesday left the streets in
very bad condition,

in

some

places

mak-

ing dangerous passing.
Whitcomb, Haynes A Co. are getting
ready for operation in their mills, some
work already having commenced.
yuite a number of the friends from
thiB place attended the funeral of Leamon
E. Moore at Ellsworth last Sunday foreThe family have the sincere symnoon.
pathy of the whole community here in
their bereavement.
Kev. David E. Yale, of the city, gave his
valuable and interesting lecture on “The
Holy City,” in Union hall, Monday evening of thia week. .„ The bad weather and
travelling kept many away. The stereopticon illustrations not alone added to the

interest, but gave

a

reality

almost

equal

All
a visit to the scenes themselves.
who attended were highly pleased and
have a clearer idea of Jerusalem than be

to

fore.

Besides a host of friends, the deceased
leaves a father and
three
brothers,
Everard A., Hoyt A. and Ernest L. Moore,
to whom heartfelt sympathy is extended.
Funeral services were held at the home
of the deceased, on Dean, street Sunday*
morning at 10 o’clock. Rev. H. W. Conley,
who officiated, paid touching tribute to
the memory of the departed. A large number of his former class mates and pupils
were present. Their beautiful floral offerings included a crescent from the class Of
’91, and a large closed book of flowers,
denoting the close of a life devoted to
study, from the pupils of the high school*
The remains were placed in the receiving vault at Woodbine cemetery.
“Frank Jones.”

the service will be increased to
three round trips a week.
season,

Hood’s

Pills

cure

piunisi,

HOpKlIIS,

Mini

.uuiingiiaii

a

large

\

Ills, Rilliousncss,
pleasant laxative.

Children Cry for
Pitcher’s Castoria.
SbfcfTtisrnunta.

MORAM.

b

orchestra of three pieces will participate.
The concert will be followed by a ball.
The purpose to which the proceeds will
be put are such as are bound to meet the
and hence

Liver

Indigestion, Headache.
All Druggists.—Advt.

Hancock hall.
This event is set for Friday evening,
April 19. A varied programme will be
presented of vocal and instrumental
music by local talent. Miss Mabel Monaghan, Miss Georgia R. Hastings, E. F.
Redman and F. W. Rollins, Miss Mary F.

A visit down
to

or

street

is

Kllsworth

atten-

both concert and ball is antici-

not

pated.
An

Charles Giles is favored with
crease of stock —twin calves.

ui__J_:_

Steamer

Walt/—“Garland of Roses,”.I has. .1. Orth
«frchestra.

dance at

FADES.

The community was pained to hear oi
the death
early Friday morning of
Leamon E. Moore, late sub-principal of
the high school, and one of the most respected young men of the city. Mr. Moore
resigned his position in the high school
last fall to go to Colorado, in the hope
that the change of climate would restore
his health, but the ravages of consumption could not be stayed, and his death
followed within a week after his return
home.
Leamon E. Moore, the third son of
Augustus E. Moore, was born May 16,
1874, at Ellsworth Falls. He received hfs
education in the city schools, graduating
from the high school in the class of ’91*
with high honors.
He passed the examinations intending to enter Bowdoin
college, but failing health prevented his
entering the college.
He was appointed sub-principal of the
high school in the spring of last year,
and filled the position most acceptably
until Nov. 5, when his health, continuing
to fail, compelled him to resign, and ho
left for Colorado, in company with his
elder brother, Everard.
The death of this young man, just
entering on
manhood, is sincerely
mourned by
all. Intellectually he was
one of the city’s most
promising young
men.
Personally he was beloved for hifl
many excellent traits of character. During
his short term as sub-principal of the
high school, he won the love and esteem
of the pupils, and his manner of instruO*
tion gave promise of a brilliant future in

the
Wednesday, May
steamer “Frank Jones,’’ weather permitRecitation—“The Fire Bell,”
Miss Bertha < ook.
ting, will leave Rockland at 0 a. m., on
Overture—“Fond Thoughts of Home,”.. .Jacoby
Wednesdays and Saturdays for Machias<Orchestra.
port and intermediate landings. ReturnSong—“My Dear old Home,”
Miss Mabel Monaghan.
ing, will leave Machiasport at 4 a. m., on
Mondays and Thursdays, for Rockland
Recitation—“A Country Woman Shopping,”
and
intermediate landings. Later in the
Mi.-s Eva Aiken.

approval of all,
KEESWOltTH

LEAMON E. MOORE.

Beginning

mass:

The first
and Tuesday evenings.
night “The Honeymoon” was presented,

At the meeting of the
bers of the Outing club,
evening, it was decided
club another year. The

Kn

the Unitarian church, Easter Sunday
An excellent
afternoon at 2 o’clock.
musical programme has been prepared.
The regular choir, consisting of Miss
Mary F. Hopkins, soprano; Mrs. Dora
Hopkins, alto; El vert E. Parker, tenor,
and Arthur E. Austin, bass, will be assisted by Miss Mabel Monaghan, soloist;
Mrs. E. F. Redman, Mrs. J. A. Peters, jr.,
Mrs. Flora A. Lewis, E. F. Redman, E. K.
Hopkins and F. W. Rollins. Mrs. F. L.

(lay

in which Mr. Webber assumed the role of
“Jaquez, the mock duke,” in which he
“The Long Strike”
was irrepressible.
was presented on Tuesday evening, and
Mr. Webber, as usual, made a great hit.
The company played to fair houses both

Highest of all

at

l-

nights.
Entry,” and its motive.
The building committee of Lejok lodge
Work on the schooner, "E. and I. Oak- is wasting no time in getting to work on
ley,” which is being rebuilt at Grant's the proposed new' Odd Fellows block.
The plans and specifications are all ready

ati&rrtisnncnts.

one.

was

the seasons,” as it is called this year, to
be given at Hancock hall, Wednesday
evening. May 1. Booths will be appropriately decorated to represent the four
Besides the usual attract ions of
seasons.

*

various sorts made
music, and
up the evening’s entertainment. A selection from “Priscilla” was sung by Miss
Monaghan and Mr. Rollins, Miss HopMiss
kins playing the accompaniment.
Mae Friend, Miss Florence Swett, Mrs. H.
E. Fiske and Fred Swett gave piano selections, and little Miss Ethel Swett sang
very sweetly. A feature of the evening
was Rev. Mr. Mason’s bewilderment very
soon after he had accepted an invitation
He
to join in the puzzling game of “It.”
promptly “allowed” that either he was
very dull or that some good members of
his congregation and some not members
The
were
very much given to lying.
affair was voted by all a most pleasant
games of

***

.'no.

bridge.

Quality Best,
This may be the
barrel of flour.

1

for sometime.

The graded schools will open for the
spring term next Monday w ith the same
teachers as last term, except that Miss
Sadie Joy takes the place at the Falls intermediate made vacant by the resignation of Miss Dorman.

w.

measure

Leave your

to return to

Mass., where she has accepted a position
in a millinery establishment. The many
Perry Thursday, April 11, at 2.30 p. m.
There will be a public supper at the friends of Miss Call m this city, where
she is a social favorite, while regretting
Methodist vestry Thursday, April 18.
her departure join in congratulating her
Austin M. Foster has the contract for
on the excellence of the position opened
the carpenter work at the Union shoe
to her.
factory.
Friends in this city of T. F. Monaghan,
was
Rev. G. G. Winslow, of Bar Harbor,
of Gardiner, w ill be interested to learn
the guest last Monday of Rev. I. H. W. ;
that the pupils of his dancing class will
Wharff, of this city.
tender to him next Monday evening a
visithave
been
Davis
and
wife
Frank
grand concert and ball at the opera house
Mrs.
and
ing Mr. Davis’ parents, Capt.
in that city. Hon. A. M. Spear is chairJohn Davis, in this city.
man of the reception committee.
List of letters remaining uncalled for
Miss Inez L. Dorr, who has been spendat the Ellsworth post-ottice, April 6:
ing two weeks’vacation with her parents,
Capt. Berry, James Torry.
Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Dorr, in this city,
Frank I). Foster, of Bar Harbor, has returns to Boston to-day (Thursday) to
received the contract to paint Senator resume her position as stenographer with
Hale’s residence, “The Pines.”
iv
vuui«.u
cmun,
Soth T. Camnhell. w ho recently opened accompany her daughter for a visit of
is in Ells- several weeks in Boston and vicinity.
r law office at Island Falls,
worth this week attending court.
I). Y. McFarland, of Lamoine, and A.
Harry C. Emery, an instructor at Bow- O. Gross, of Deer Isle, are jurors at the
doin college, spent Sunday with his present term of court. When the “twelve
jiarents, Judge and Mrs. L. A. Emery, in good men” were requested to raise their
this city.
right hands to be sworn, two left hands
Messrs.
Eliott Jordan, who formerly kept a out of the twelve went up.
McFarland and Gross are each minus a
restaurant in this city, will cook at the
an unusual spectacle to
mill house of the Burrill lumber company right arm. It is
see two one-armed men on the same jury.
this season.
Senator Hale,
Judge \V is well, Mayor
Work on the creamery building has
Hamlin were
been still further delayed by tlie weather. Dutton and Representative
The building is in frame, and work will the guests, last Friday evening, at Nicolin,
of twelve of their friends of this city.
be pushed as soon as weather permits.
An elaborate dinner, prepared by landDorr
leaves
P.
Register of Probate C.
lord Weeks of the American house, was
to-day (Thursday) to meet with the State served. The
post-prandial exercises were
commission appointed by Gov. Cleaves to
over by Arno W. King, and the
revise, probate uniform and procedure presided
responses to calls by the toast-master
blanks.
were prompt and felicitous.
and
Mrs. Frank Partridge has rented,
The F.llsworth hook and ladder com
will shortly move into, the Parcher house
after a hard but successful light

fast dis-

is

expects

The W. C. T. C. will meet with Mrs.

stock.

our

are

to

Mrs.

newly-hatched

Manv of them

in

('apt. A. K. W’oodward, who has been
ill, is improving rapidly.
There is talk of organizing a tennis
cluh here for the coming season.

time to

good

was

very

and think-

the
about
many
ing
we
have
Ka>ter bargains
for volt. If the goods are
not new they are useful,
now

lame

ton.

again at hand the
time for changes in all naIt's a good time,
ture.

and

soon.

Hiram Grant, who is employed in
Andrew McFarland’s livery stable, was
kicked in the thigh by a horse while
working about the stable. His injuries
He will be
were painful but not serious.

Deer Isle:
Jasper W. Haskell—Notice of foreclosure.

js

improving,

Bowdoin

Directors of I.amolne Grange Store—Notice.
CA8TINE
Selectmen <»f Castlne—Town ordinance.

ing for the benefit of the music at the
Baptist church. Vocal and instrumental

with-

complete

Invitation.

Beginning Sunday, April 14, a series of
meetings will be held under the direction
of Rev. Drew T. Wyman, of West Somer-

out

a

call

at

the

ville, Mass.

According to present arrangements,
meetings will be held in the Baptist
'-hurch every evening except Saturday.
There * ill also be a Bible-reading four
afternoons of the week—Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday.
Except on Sunday the time for these

services will be 2.30 and 7.30 p. m. On
Sunday it will be 10.30 a. m., and 7 p. m.
These meetings have been planned in
the hope that they may prove a blessing
to the whole city. The Baptist church
extends a most cordial invitation to members and attendants of the other churches
of the city, and to the public generally,
to attend these services whenever appointments do not conflict with those in
the other churches.

Church Notes.
Sarah W. Treworgy will hold services at the Free Baptist chapel next
Sun icy, April 14, at 2 o’clock p. m., and
will also hold regular services Sundays at
2 and 7 p. m. Social meeting Thursday
evening at 7 until further notice. All are

| POPULAR
DRY GOODS
STORE.
Tile

place

where the

crowds all yo.

Mrs.

0. L. MORANG.

cordially invited.
Delays

are

dangerous.

A

dollar

spent for

Hood’s Sarsaparilla now may prevent illness
which will be expensive and hard to bear. Now
Is the time to take Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
Hood Pills

pation

all liver ills, relieve const!
digestion. 25c.—Advt.

cure

and assist

The latest results of pharmaceutical
science and the best modern appliance
availed of in compounding Ayer’s
are
Sarsaparilla. Hence, though half-a-epn
tury in existence as a medicine, it i fully
abreast of the age in all that go**s to make
it the standard blood-purifier.

Topic
14

Week Beginning April
Comment by Rev. S. H. Doyle,

Pajaro Valley Alone Ships

for the

j

a

-©V^

sin and now ever more liveth unto
God. The topical references emphasize
two ideas—lirst, that with Christ we die
unto sin, and, second, with him we live

expiation

anv

sense

it

tans

that Christ

year opens when apple shipments to
Eastern points are being actively pushed,
and before all the apples are out of the
{'Hiking houses small fruit shipments
have commenced; and in a brief season
berries are supplemented by stone fruits,

O
—

■

J

✓-^ V

LNG. happy K
Easti r tin.
Thf world i"
Chinn

then again comes shipments of the
king of Pajaro fruits the apple.
The development of the fruit interests of

and

\

J

V

Of East*

this section has been gradual. It is based
on the solid foundation of choice soil and
unexceptionable climate for the perfect
growth of the more pupular classes of deciduous fruits, and has been unmarked,
very fortunately, by any of the elements
of a boom and fictitious valuations of

;•!'■•

Ring, hay;

;•

^Ea.-:*

separated

Himself, ty His death, for the burden
of man's s.n. which He had willingly
assumed. With Christ believers also die

The w■ 1 1 takt s up your chant sv.'
The night t
;> r;.- n.‘”
‘•The I..
Has pass*id away, and la av. n Ira" > l. .r
•
Vn e brea
At Easter tinn.
—Lucy Lareom.
«

sin. but in an entirely different sin.
It is pits tial, i. dividing sin to which
they die. or fr ;:i which they separate
not only died to
themselves. Hurt
fei a 1. By into it
ut
sin.
burden of sin
dent': Ho threw
Christian must die one-e
forever, sdi
Ti : must 1 no return
for all to si:
.sin after we have
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ti.at grace may
yet we ar t : ?
It is
It cam. t be.
the mere al
self contradict vy. Death and life are
t! ref r< it' we are
antagonistic,
earn : be alive to sin.
dead to sin v.
To live in sin would be therefore an
evidence that wo have not died to sin
to
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D> s th> sun dance *n Ra-*- r days,
A' tin- id faiths d«cr. *sl?
m vary .:.g r...«od> and ways.
Ah. n
with ci u :•
With blue .-ki•
N w golden
gbt,
y w Ida* k with st- rra, he e-un***. but still
The Lord is risen indeed:
—Susan Ceuiivlge.
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grade, and pack four tiers
the larger varieties.

Every
you n t s.t
Id guess and dream
and hope becomes
suddenly lighted up
with e* rtainty. Lo,
it is true'
IVath i<
net the end of all
things.— P h 111 i ps
Brooks.
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—Char.* s H. Crandall.
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Temper Make* a Clran Fleart.
Losing the temper takes all the
sweet, pure feeling eutof life. Von may
get up in the m ruing with a chan
heart, full of song, and start out as
happy as a bird, and the moment you
are crossed and you give way to your
temper the clean feeling vanishes, and
lead is r 'lied upon
a load as heavy athe heart, and yuu go through the rest
And
of the day feeling like a culprit.
any one who has experienced this feeling
knows that it cannot be shaken off. but
must be prayed off.
Presbytt nan Ban-

o

g
des>'T* -lit*
away in th* tt.i.—
the fest
<
id*w. k—Robert J Cur b
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It is estimated
to‘.!3£ car-loads.
the shipment of apples, stone fruits
and berries to San Francisco and other
California points, during the same period,
amounted to over 750 car-loads, making
the aggregate fruit shipments from this
valley during l>i<4 not less than 1.000
car-loads.
During the berry season, which continues from
April to December, from
three to seven car-loads per day of straw
berries, raspberries and blackberries, are
shipi**d during the heavy crop period.
The estimate of 1.000 car-loads is made

amounts

.•

that

tte.

.r

r-

—
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Th* th.- v.ght f l* v< imm-*rtal Mentis
W th * •:.*! rr..T
f friends;
» su*-r*-d fi*. w*-rs.
it.
Ir.
By human !• v.- made doubly >w. * t.
Th* h.av.-nly and the earthly meet.
The heart of Christ and ours.
—Whitti*

—

ner.
Junior Committees.

In small Junior societies it has sometimes been found 1-. .-t not to divide the

r.

EE not all things
glad when tho Eiist*
ming breaks?
D*-s it**t the sun.
even tur dull vision, see III to ris*
with a grander
v. eaninc f triumph
I
n
than
common
days'- tv. ry wave
f his light t hat
loth.-s
nr U ::g.
s
it r t s« em
d
transluc* nt. as if it
lor rowed
had
afresh
the
glory
that lies f rev.-r on
the sea of glass that surround- the thr -ne of
God: Ik., nut our heart* thrih with an intent
e
joy as we come from th- g. *.m f tin \
-tand with !.:* l> ! v. •!
wk» re tin v laid hi::., t
«
n
the
ones, locking
empty sepulcher,
ing, with Mary, the stately, gentle and InT. Ik- Witt
dignant form of the risen Christ

society

into c mmittecs. cut to appoint
simply the cuairme-n of the usual committees, requesting each chapman to
consider the entire society his committee for the accomplishment of the work
ordinarily assigned to him. When the
m:>-i nary c mmittee, for example,
would have w :k to do, the chairman of
alls a meeting of the
that
mmirti
entire- society, and so with all the other committees.
Exchange.

by persons
daily fruit shipments,
who

and

with

they

the

claim to

mark at those figures.
product of tlie Watsonville beet
sugar factory for the past season will
approximate 1.000 car-loads. Two thousand carloads of fruit and sugar j*er annum from this small valley isasurpr
ugly large output of sweetuess, but Pajaro
is going to surpass those figures in the
future. In addition to these shipments,
there are exports of potatoes, beans, cereals. hops and other produce, which will
swell the export shipments of the most
fertile section of California to not less
than 3.000 car-loads per annum and it all
comes oot of the soil, and the soil is left
to keep up the high productive gait.
1

>

«

Lo;f*l to the Church.
The editor of The Lutheran Evangelist takes occasion, in a recent number,
to praise in high t'.rnis the loyalty of
his Endeavorers to the church to which
he ministers.
“A larger per cent of
them,’’ he says, “sustain the second
service on the Lord's day and the midweek service than of the older church
’’
members.

conversant

be under the

■

—

are

—

he

Talmage.
American Girl’s Fault.
The American girl has learned to feel
that in Edward W. Bok she has a strong
champion. But Mr. Bok. although he is
ever
ready to advocate her cause, is
He confesses t hat
not blind to her faults.
she has one glaring one. at least, and of
this he writes as follows in the April Ladie*' Home Journal:
“If one w ishes to be candid, and really
criticise the American girl, not for a
score of fancied faults w hich are not hers,
but fra fault which is peculiarly hers,
it is that she fritters away a deal of time
on
and does not give
many things
enough t ine to any one thing.
“One advantage which this fault h«s is
And she
that she can overcome it.
should. She should learn the art of application. Whatever she starts out to
do let her do it well.
If she wants to
play, let In r learn to play, not indifferently, but well. If her taste is for chinaThe

The voices ring which once were stilled.
Th*- pulses h at which on *e wchilled.
“Life is The victory of the grave.
Chn.-t is Lord of the Lord f l*ath!"
—Helen Hunt Jackson.

Christian Endeavor

Goaeip.
Since the state convention in October
nearly 140 societies have joined the
Pennsylvania union.

HE

first

Easter

morning was the
daybreak of immortality. the dawning
of the light of hope
and faith and joy,

Kansas City local union is thinking
of instituting noon prayer meetings in
the business portion of tbn city.

nev.

heard
in the meetings of Chicago local societies
Welsh,
Norwegian, Swedish,
Dutch, (iermau, Bohemian, Chinese and

t- fade
tin* skies.—

again

out of

regularly

Lyman Abbott.

—

The Lord is r-s*r’
And heaven to
earth
!v condeIn 1
scend n bends.
I l- ri.M-r.'
The L
In i.:- m -a 1 :ru
Tin
nr\ world to heav- n a--, nd-.
Th- Lord > r:-..
B1 -t from your heart
Old u.•
rn s of sin and wrong.
The 1.- rd is risen! Take now your part
In las etem.il Easter song.
—Charles R. Burke.

English.
active members of the
Presbyterian society of Union, S. C., a
young lady, made the rather remarkable
record during 1894 of attending every
Sunday morning service, Sunday school
service, church
meeting and
prayer
meeting of her society held during the
whole year.
One of the

painting, let

her concentrate her mind to

that, and learn to paint well. If she is
fond of needlework let her train herself
[ to be an expert of the needle. If her
tendencies lead her to languages, let her
take up that tongue the study of w hich
! attracts her most. But if she takes up
French, let her content herself with

Scranton is already pushing its claims
for the Pennsylvania slate convention of
1898
Christian Endeavor arjcietioa oontributec 17,187 56 to the board of foreign
ailsMiour of the Presbyterian church between May 1, 1894, to Jan 1, 1895.

French, and not study French one day
German the next. Nor should she
forget that to know the English language
well is her first duty.”

and

|
J

The custom of using agrowing plant ni
Easter gift has become almost universal and has largely increased the florists'
Some of the favorites seem
Easter trade.
difficult to care f r, among them the Bermuda or Easter lily. Their culture is said
bo easy, provided the plants are not
forced. Let the Easter lily bloom until it
is through I looming, then take it out of the
p*t. rein ve the young shoots and plant the
old one in rich soil where it will get both
It may. if it has not been
sun and shade.
forced, bloom nil summer.
Keep it well
watered. Put the young plants int*' pots
and sot in a closet cr cellar, without waIn the fall bring out
ter. for the season.
winte r
and care for as usual. This mak>
In the same way young plants
bloomers
may be kept all the winter iu the dark
f- r summer hi-•< ming
After azaleas are done blooming, if they
look stunts!, repot them in well drained
Water sparingly until the plant
pots.
n
logins to gr> w, then abundantly. \s
to

the

supply

*

f

water

as

the

new

shoots

Take into the bouse if the arly
Water in the h-aise as little
fall is wet
Then
until the plant buds.
as possible
S\ ring.' the foliage
f
it
lots
water.
give
often.
Hyacinths art' real Easter time plant-.
When the fl» wars begin tu die, cut off the
stalks and >t"p wan ring, h tting tie* plant
get i-o dry that the bulbs shrivel in the
earth.
Lift out old and new bulbs and
put away, lain ling with c- l<-r of flower
hr c nvinience. If for gardens, plant
in rich 1- am in the fall, leaving three*
incites f earth over l ulhs. Cov* r ground
harden.

<

im.b h of straw, hay or It.»\« s,
xuoving it when shoots appear. The
bulbs die out in a few years and will
with

r-

a

»

Id
t

bloom.
The JeliUg ones ought Ii-'t to
blot m the first year If so. pinch < ‘1 1 ud>
E> r hou.-e growing put into p -ts a!
January, with water and sun in abundance. Iiieh -oil. good drainage and j h n
ty of air nud sunlight ought t* bring them
into blossom for the next Easte r
They
can also lx'grow n in water in hyacinth
t
The
water
is
&wn
by » t< w
glasses.
kept
bits of charcoal.
Keep Easter palish until May i: 1 r-,
;!.
then set out in a p- «>d, well drain*.!
H- t
in south* a s'? exposure if p* --i! 1sun is bad for the pansy; al.-< < art!, that
dries quickly
Sandy loam, mixed wit;.
leaf lm.ld and r« : ten manure, Is U>: Iv ;
well
watered.
Young plant* gi\«plant.*
larger Ue«-in* than old one.*.
lx- multipla-d l• y pt ggingdown m w
—that i-. fast* ing them under tie- * »*
by a wire or pegs and covering the ]
with sand. The tops project W! en gr w
d*
ing well separate from old plant.
can be sown in fall for winter blooming
and in April for summer blooming
A. I. W.

STEAM

other unions arc planning to
send offerings in the near future.

All kinds of laundry wurK il«nr at
tier. Goods called for and delivered.

to

In the gn at Catholic churches a beautiful old custom is revived.
The ineu of
the congregation form a procession during
in
an interval
the mass and with lighted
tapers in their right band move slowly toward the altar, slowly chanting the hymn
“Christ Is Risen.” The altar rails are
decked with line cloth and garnished with
flowers and greens.
Behind them are a
number of priests in stately rubes, who administer the sacrament to the members of
the procession as. in passing, they kneel
down on the communion steps.
It is a
great democratic demonstration, in which
the deputy elbows the blouse man and the
petty storekeeper fraternizes with the senator.
After vespers the grande pelecrinage” to Montmartre takes place. Hunand
dreds
thousands of men, women and
children toil up the steep streets in solemn
procession to worship at the shrine of the
Sacred Heart and receive the benediction
from the loggia of the Basilica.
Emblem of the Resurrection.

The Raster egg is in Germany a national institution, an inheritance from
the heathen Teutons, sanctioned by Mar
tin Luther, who pronounced the egg
an
emblem of the rising up out of the grave
of our Lord .Jesus Christ.”
“In the same manner as the chick, en
tombed, us it were, in the egg. is in due
time hr
.t to life, so did our Lord arise
from t
to give us life,” said the
r>=.
r
great
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Judge Henry E. Edmunds, of St. Louis,
adopted a rule requiring that all for-
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Law

ami Solicitor of Patents

Bl'k,
lias resumed Patent practice,ami „ui
tent*for Inventors, hrlng and defend
the Infringement ol Patents, and ,;icr,,'
bu,,nCf'-

American politic* of tin ignorant foreign
often pernicious influences.
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ho w ish to l»e naturalized in his
be able to intelligently understand and speak the English language.
It is to be hoped such a rule w ill be universally adopted b\ tho*e holding such
It would do much to relieve
power.
eigners
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submitted by t he California legislature.
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Anecdote of Hawthorne.
good story relating to Nathaniel Hawthorne is being told. At one time
the famous author was the l'nited States
consul at Liverpool. During this period
there walked into his office one day a
He
young man who desired assistance.
was a Yankt e. he said, and had left home to
make a fortune in foreign fields, but had
failed, and now tired of the struggle in
a strange land, and heartily homesick as
wanted the consul to provide
well, he
him w it h money enough to i#»y his way
A very
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Bluehill ofllrr .pen Saturdays.

America.

The chief clerk regarding the lad with
and feeling that his story was
suspicion,
cooked up for the occasion, informed him
that Mr. Hawthorne could not be seen,
but the boy wa*- persistent, and finally
carried n> point, l’he clerk yielded to
his solicitation, and went into Mr. Hawthorne's
private office.
“There's a boy out there who insist*
he said.
"He says he's
>t-tdug
you.
ujM'ii
an American, but 1 don’t believe it."
••I'll see him."
said the consul, and
walking out into the main office, he said:
“Well, my lad, what do you want?"
The boy told him his story.
“What part of America do you come
from?"
“l'nited States
“What state?"
New Hampsh ire. -ir."
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W fiat tow n?"

••

“Kxeter."
Haw t home looked at the boy steadily
moment. Then h< said. “Kxeter.

for a
eh ?"

“Yes. sir." n plied the boy.
“Who sold the best apples in your
tow n?" asked Haw thorne.
"Skim-milk FolsOm, sir." returned the

boy.
a

Graduate of the
cla&r of *75.
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"He's all right." -aid. Hawthorne, w ith
sin lie to t ht clerk,
“(live him his j-a--
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Lut*r Chickens.

“Ob, wha*. pretty chickens!” exclaimed
Mabel, looking at some whose fluffy feathers had been dyed different colors.
“Yea,” expiaiued 7-year-old Madge
“They were hatched out of Easter eggs.”
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Premier Reid, of New South Wales, has
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Waldoboro union has sent ftf.OO to
W. I T. 1. as a birthday offering:
Calais and Bangor unions, fd.00each ; PemWe arc glad to
broke, seventy cents.

pledged himself

having already attained his majority, another just verging on manhood: both have gone from
ar*
home and
subject to temptations
believe them \y be
1
but
every day.
i t t r titU d
im rallv st r< ngt r and purer,
hr the battle of life, better tit ted to j
than
withstand temptation,
young men,
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Yellow bclletleurs, Newtown pippins,
white and red winter Pearmains, Missouri
pippins. Komanites and Smith’s
cider, are the principal varieties handled
for
Eastern shipment, the three tirst
named varieties being far in the lead.
Fruit shippers have been in the habit
of buying orchards during the spring
“in the blossom" as it is called. The immunity from crop failure has protected
them to some extent in this daring form
of purchase. Such a system of purchasing fruit -figuring on a blossom outlook
is unknown el sew here, and would break
the solidest New York apple-buyer if he
tried it in the apple districts of his State.
Year after year our orchards blossom and
the trees bear heavily, ana our orchard
ists do not figure on a crop failure in their
apple orchards. Comparatively but a
small amount of the crop is handled by
growers.
Nearly all of it is bought in
the blossom stage. The picking, handling
and packing business is alrno-t entirely
in the hands of Austrians, w ho have been
trained in the business and thoroughly
know every detail thereof. The inspection they make of fruit for Eastern shipment is as critical a> that of champagne

lin!

try

to

day.

a

j

General INSURANCE AGEST
Representing

Maine

marked in the last six or seven
The aria of apple orchards hayear-.
bevn stead.I> increased, until the acreage
when in full
now planted will be able
A* Mr.
no n,
e\ery-day occurrence*.
j
How
low.
bearing to supply not less than -2.000.00u
Is
er
says,
.no. 1» game of em lire, btguti
boxes annually, or about 4.000 car-loads.
often lot* a
ended in a bitThe Pajaro a} pie has gained and held a to “pa** away t .* tnr«
ter quarrel and, perhaps, murder, with]
market in the East on account of its « \f a Mat k bott ie.
t he in ;
ceilence in quality, its perfection of form
On « nr statute t*ook* i* a strict law
and coloring, its freedom from pests, and
:t strange tbit in such a small
the superior manner in w hich :
packed thought
as ear own little village, where we
place
are
for shipment.
In the East apples
have two churches and so many good,
packed in barrels containing from three faithful, law-abiding citizens, the vice
of
gambling should be earned on so
to four boxes, and they arc more or less
It is high time we were awaking
bruised in making up the package. In openly.
from our lethargy, causing our law* to!
this section the pine or fir box, contain- be enforced, and making a mighty effort
M.
such a fearful evil.
ing about fifty pounds of fruit, is used to stamp out
exclusively for Eastern apple shipments.
HAS I KK PLANTS.
neat case, anu me quamuj oi
u maxes a
fruit is of more desirable size than the
Most of How to i are for Lilies, Azaleas, Hyabarrel for the retail purchaser.
cinths and Pansies.
the Eastern shipments are of the tirst

v

Two hundred more Junior societies,
and Ibexe wo. be 8,WJ ou the rolls

for small

c. v.

Miss Jessie A. Ackermann has gone to
England for rest until completely restored to health. She will be the guest of
lj»dy Henry Somerset much of the time.

home of my ow n. I made one strong resolution: my house should never he the
resort of card players, and to that resoluAlthough
tion I have faithfully adhered.
a game of euchre,
my husband could play
he agreed w ith me that cards should not
become a jrnrt of our household goods,
ami we have both had cause to be thankful in later years for the resolution
formed almost a quarter of a century ago.
two sons,

of fifty boys

age

~~~~~

Professional Carls.

U. Column.

has

much needs to Ik* said.
1
have a 1 way's contended, sometimes
against great odds, t hat the handling of
cards is decidedly injurious in its effect
on the character of the young of either
sex. The fact that I know nothing of cards
myself I owe w holly to the kind and careful training of Christian parent*, and
a
w hen I grew up, married, and went to

\\ Y have

(£. £.

The W. C. T. t\ of \Villiniantic. Conn.,
for three years carried on a boy’s
reading room, w hich is visited by an aver-

<’ar«l I'laying.
Blurhill, April 1,1S95.
To the Editor of the American:
I read with a great deal of interest the
article on card-playing in your last issue,
by Prof. K. H. Stover. I would like to
thank him for speaking his mind so fearlessly on a subject, if old. on which ao

»

rt

are

supply

fruits for tin

most

-.

Eight languages

years this point has been

Francisco market, and has always
shipped apples in some quantity: but the
growth of the latter interest has been

In Him the believer
before His death.
"Likewise
also rises to live nnto God.
reckon ye also yourselves to be dead indeed nnto sin, but alive nnto God,
through Jesus Christ cur Lord” (verse
11). To die unto sin is only half the
We
We must live unto God.
story.
must not only put off the old man, but
put on the new. We must not only
cease to do evil, but learn to do well.
Repentance includes a turning from sin
Sanctification
and a turning to God.
includes a dying unto sin and a living
We rise with Christ Jesns
unto God.
from sin that we may live with Him
This is the object of the
unto God.
Christian's lif--.n t to yield himself unto
sin, but to vie Id himself entirely nnto
We are freed from sin and beGod.
come the servants of God that we may
have fruit unto holiness and the end
everlasting life. "For the wages of sin
is death, but the gift of God is eternal
life, through Jesns Christ.”
Bible Ri .iocs—Ps. xvii, 15; Isa.
xxvi, 19; Math. xxii. 3!, 83; Luke xx,
; viii,
11; I Cor.
vii,
37, 3': R
:
II Cor
vi, 11; xv. 11
xiii, 1:
Gal. ii. 8"; Hph. ii, 1-0; Phil, iii,
10-11; Col. ii. 19; ill, 1-1; I Thess. iv,
13, 14: IITim. ii, 11. 13; I John iii, 3.
A Sw«

of

ten

San

with Christ.
2. With Christ we live unto God. “In
that He liveth, He liveth unto God"
(verse 10). Others who were raised from
the grave arose to live as before, but
Christ arose to live unto God, not,
AnnU

over

a source

1

»V.

by

a

resident of Ellsworth, now of
that place, to friends here:
There is no interim in the fruit-shipping year in Pajaro valley. The calendar

unto

unto God.
“In
1. With Christ we die unto sin.
that he died, He died unto sin" (verse
This may
10). Christ died unto sin.
mean several things—that He died for !
tho destruction of sin; that He died for I
In
or on account of sin.
its

Pajaro valley tCal.) paper

sent

former

question

lustrating and euforcing the necessity
of dying unto sin and living nnto God,
by the resurrection of Christ, who died

One

over

Thousand Car-loads.
Some idea of the extent of the fruit
growing industry in California may be
gleam'd from the following extracts from

Topic.—Risen with Christ—from what?— \
Rom. vi, 1-1-’; 20-53. (An Easter meeting.)
The practical lessons from the resurrection of Christ are many and imporIn this twelfth chapter of Rotant.
mans Paul deals principally with the
of boliu-’-s, of sanctification, il-

111.

tTorrrsponfccnrf.

CALIFORNIA FIU IT.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.
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5.000 used and
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ftlfMtS CHEMICAL CO.. 10 S»nd ft, H.Y.

recorded
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on hand or made too
( HALI.ES, Publisher,
165 Broadway, V A t ui-

labor-saving records
Ripans Tabules : Price, yo cents
Of druggists, or by mail.

and

Australia is about the sire of the United
State*.
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so

The Amek-

many.

not the only paper printed in
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that can propftl(| it is the only paper
NT
V
Cor
a
paper; all the
erUj be called
The circulainert ly local papers.
arc
rest
American, barring the Bar
tion of The
Hecord's summer list, is larger

Harbor

all the other papers printed
than that of

Hancock county.
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DEDICATED.
FTiKE HA IT 1ST CHAPEL

of the new Free
The dedicatory services
South Bluehill, which
baptist clmpd of
called out
took place Thursday, March 21,
audience, notwithstanding the had

9

good

travelling.

The building is

an

ornament

the place. It has a seating capacity of
is neither large
about 200. The society
when they met in May,
nor wealthy, and
a chapel and
1893, and decided to build
be done by subscription, it
sec what could
was with fear and trembling, and onlywere followtor thestrong faith that they
ing the leadings of God, did they dare to
undertake what to many seemed impossible. But through the hard work and untiring energy of Charles Henderson and
his co-workers, it was finally completed.
The choir was under the direction of
Oscar Bowden; Miss Josie Bowden presided at the organ ill the morning, and
Miss Kmma Love in the afternoon and
evening. The sermon in the morning
was by Kev. G. Mayo, Baptist, of Brookin the afternoon
by Rev. A. VV.
lyn;
Young, Baptist, of Sedgwick. A social
service directly after, led by Rev. G.
Mayo, was very interesting. The evening was devoted to the dedicatory service,
singing by choir and prayer by Rev. A.
\V. Young. The report of the chairman
the building committee was read and
brought out the fact that there was |66
,0

1

due.
Key. !i. S. Fifleld then presented the
need of an offering to dear the chapel
from debt before proceeding further with
the services, and through his untiring
efforts the amount was raised, for which
all are truly grateful to him.
The keys were then delivered to Oscar
Bowden, one of the trustees, who accepted
Then came singing
them with thanks.
by the choir, reading of scripture and
dedicatory sermon by Rev. B. S. Fifleld,
and prayer by Rev. G. Mayo.
The platform was tastefully decorated
On account of the bad
with plants.
travelling many were absent whom we
would have been glad to have seen

present.
Thus ended one of the special days of
interest to the Free Baptist church, and
all others interested in the work in South
Bluebill.
Bros,

Herrick

have

sick list for

some

their

finished

coopering for this season.
Mrs. Lizzie Candage has

been

time, but iB

now

on

the

able to

be out.

Capt. W. J. Johnson, of the schooner
"Amelia F. Cobb,” has gone to Kastport
with a load of salt from Boston.
Mrs. Betsy Stanley, who has been visither sister, Mrs. Allen Henderson, has
returned to her home in Sedgwick.

ing

April

heavy draught horses, and
neighbors and friends who

2.

Mrs. Caroline Hice lost
last week.

very valuable

a

eow

Mrs.

Charles E. Spurling
from Portland.

has

Mrs. Elzada Steele is recovering from
long illness, which has extended
*
through several months.

School

of

of Waltham, has
been visiting her son, Charles Jordan.
W.
K. Butler, of Waltham, Mass.,
visited his old home a few days recently.

The schooners “Fannie Karle,” Capt.
Eugene Stanley, and Vixen,’’ Capt. Loren
Rice, both arrived yesterday with mer-

Watson K. Springer spent Sunday at
borne from Sullivan where he is employed.

chandise for

our

is with him

as

Mrs. Eliza Jordan,

Prince Wentworth was at the North
Hancock school-house, Friday, April 5.

local merchants.

to learn that Mrs. Augusta
Candage, born Spurling, is rapidly recovering from pleurisy fever, from which
she has been suffering for several weeks.

We

are

glad

Crimmin has been visiting his
unit, Mrs. Maria Durgan, for the past
week.
Charles

Victor H. Smith
bor where
he is
Wescott.

Rev. C. E. Harwood has been engaged
for another year, beginning April 1. He
has preached here for the past thirteen
months, and is very much esteemed by
The weir builders are busily engaged in
putting up the weirs. William I. Mayo
has bought out the Moose Island weir
privilege, and will go there to build it up
as soon as he completes those here.

were

in district No. 2.
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fabulous price
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Several woodchoppers employed by
Capt. C. H. Bobbins have returned from
Placentia Island.
They report a good
winter’s work. Several hundred cords of
wood are now ready for shipment. The
wood is of fine quality, and much of it
will find a ready sale near home. The
bulk will probably be shipped to Bockland.

re-elected.

are

Vessels

that for it.

nay

C'apt. Oilman Hamor, with his bride,

are

getting

as me ice

this direction.

C'apt. S. N. Bulger, who has been stopping at home for the past two months,
will load paving blocks at Mount Desert

her

Eugene Gasper is very much better
from his long and painful illness. Mrs.
Gasper is still having trouble with her
limb upon which an operation was performed a few weeks ago.
Rev. H. F. Day at the Baptist church,
Sunday, will preach on “Palm Sunday,” as he was unable to be with his
people on that day. In the evening there
will be an Easter service; this bringing
next

season.

the two services

taking

are now

little uneasy in the
up.

Mrs. H. F. Day is still at the home of
sister in Wiscasset, where, it is hoped,
she will regain her health and strength.

The schooner “Coquette”
well thus far since she began to go fresh
fishing. On her last trip she moved William Morgan and family from Mount
Desert rock to Southwest Harbor, and
also brought in a good fare of fish for the

Many of the lobsterinen

a

Dreaas

welcome.

done very

on

the

same

day.

There was a
big bonfire on the hill
Saturday evening. Thirty-five enthusiastic boys and girls were present, and
their shouts proved they had a good time.
It was considered that Sterling’s brush
April 3.
pile was the thing.
Capt. Harry C. Young and Capt. Abijab
Winter Harbor.
Curtis not long since undertook to raise
Lower
the
at
is
Vose
Emma
teaching
money for painting the vestry of the BapHarbor.
tist church. They were entirely successGrant Scott has arrived home after a
ful, and the job was done by the skillful
up their traps for the season. The lobster
business here this winter has proved
very poor in comparison with previous
winters, many losing all or the most of
their traps two or three different times.

long absence.
Rev. S. H. Atkins left town to-day
business trip.

on

hand of Varden Lord. Such men never
say “no” when they undertake a job. All
came nobly to their help in contributing
the necessary funds.

a

was a

3 to

Rev. Mr. Belcher moved into
M. C. Pert’s house this week.

purchase spring goods.

H. Price Webber's entertainments were
well attended, and all hope he will
come again with the same troupe.
News has

late

received

here of the

Samual Swan, at the age of seventy-

one.

School began in the primary departMonday morning. On account of
the illness of Miss Newman the grammar
school will not commence before next

Monday.
erected

another
All

soon.

nope

store
u is

is

true,

to

in

There have been several departures
from here during the last few days. Capt.
Jason Greenlaw and George Robbins, the
first to go, starting for their coasting season.
Capt. J. W. Thurston left Monday,
to join hiB yacht. A. B. Robbins left
Thursday for Boston, where he goes to
work in the Bay State sthbl die works.
Mr. Robbins expects to make a permanent business there, and intends to move
his familv in the fall. There is a general
feeling of regret at his going, as his shop
here has been the business center for
years. John RobbinB, his father, commenced as a carpenter, adding a blacksmith shop in course of time, where be
did all sorts of jobbing, and later, A. B.
Robbins, after spending some time away

at

Rumor says

rooms

The assessors have been taking account
of changes in valuation at Green’s Landing, Oceanville and here, this week.

Seattle, Washington, on April
pneumonia, of Clariuda, wife of the

death,
4, of

been

be

as cacu

new building not only indicates an increasing amount of business, but also
adds to the beauty of the place.
Not to be outdone by the ladies, a numThe buildings purchased by Mrs. Laura ber of gentlemen from Grindstone Neck
Robbins were moved to her premises a gave a party last Monday evening. A
short time ago. A large number attended bountiful repast was spread at 11 o’clock, in learning carriage work, set up a carthe “haulin’,” and worked with a will. before and after which all were enter- riage shop in addition to the other business.
Lately, however, several other
Mr. and Mrs. Robbins wish to thank the tained by games and dancing.
shops have started, and so divided the
April 1.__
(iray brothers, of Pretty Marsh and
trade that Mr. Robbins thinks he can do
Centre, also F. W. Lunt, D. Norwood and
Morgan's Bay.
better elsewhere, as he has a very good
others, of West Tremont, who brought
L. J. Candage is at work at Bluehill.
situation offered him at his new place.
H. H. Candage has his tire wood all cut. The farm will be carried on this season by
3tiiirrttocmcnts.
Irving Leach was at John Gray’s Mon- Lewis Judkins, and for the present Mr.
Robbins, senior, and one of his grandsons,
day.
in the shop.
Miss Clara McKcnncy is at work for will do jobbing
April ti.
A. J. Long at Bluehill.

j

Horace

Caudage’s

Herrick
uver

was

at

James

A.

Sunday.

sermon

on

Dell.”

leprosy

as a

his quarry
George G. Candage
Monday, sharpening up his tools, and
getting ready for summer work, making

paving.
Hollis A. Gray, Forrest 1.. Crocker, L.
Morgan, Fred Greene, Bussell Carter
and Bodney Emerton, were al Stover's
quarry Monday, on business.
G.

sociable at E. F.
There present
Greene, Julia Greene*
were Miss Ethel
Addie Candage, Minnie Arliington, Agues
and Georgia McKcnncy, Mrs. A. J. Candage, M. .1. Candage, L. E. Greene, Harry
Arliington, F. F. Webber, J. E. Black,
The
I.. G. Morgan. Herbert Candage.
There

ABSOLUTELY PURE
THE OLD RELIABLE

SWEET GAPGRAL
CIGARETTE
Has stood the Test ot Time
MORE SOLD THAN ALL OTHER
BRANDS COMBINEO
t

”_'

A_

was an

ice

cream

L’.indagc’s Saturday night.

evening

was

thoroughly enjoyed.

There was a chopping match and dance
The folLewis Carter’s Tuesday.
at
F. F.
low ing w l'I'i* present at tiic dance:
.*

A

“1’ncle Hen” Morrison is very low with
trouble.

heart

at

Improved, per bu (seed).2.50
Butter.
Butter lias fallen off In price because of in
creased supply.
The new creamery is, in.
directly, an important factor in the fall in price
of dttfrv butter. There has been imported into
the vicinity about l.V» cows, in anticipation of
the creamery.
The creamery Is not yet in
working order, but the cows are, and hence the
increased supply of dairy butter.
Creamery per lt».20
20
Dairy
CheeHC.
Best factory (new) per tt>.15
Best dairy (new).15
Dutch (Imported).1.10
Eggs.
The bottom which fell out of the egg market
weeks ago is still out.
Fresh laid, per do/..12

two

Hay.

Best loose, per ton.8 gll
Baled...14 315
Meadow.5

Straw.
Loose

.6(j7

Baled.83I0
Vegetable*.
Boots, per lb
Cabbage,
Onions.
Bermuda onions, lb,

Squashes,

Potatoes,
Sweet potatoes, lb,
Turnips, per bu
.in Cranberries,
.03
Spinach, pk
Groceries.
.03
.03
.n5

per lb

Coffee—per

.50
.< 5

.50
.10
.50

lb

Kice, per lb
.06'®. 19
Pickles, per gal
.4(*§»'0
.3 (4.75
Olives, per qt
.37 Vinegar -per gal—
Pure cider,
.25
.4(Y4.60 Cracked wheat,
.05
,05
.25(4.60 Oat meal, per lb
.05
Sugar--per lb—
guaker rolled oats
.05
Granulated,
.05
Buckwheat,
Coffee--A & B
.('4 Graham,
.04
C.
.o4
Yellow,
.04
Kye meal,
.Salt—
Molasses--per gal—
.40
Havana,
.05(0125
Dairy, per bag
.50
Porto Klco,
1.00
Liverpool, pr cwt
60 Turks Island, pr cwt
1.00
Syrup
Maple Syrup, pqt. 25(a*30 Oil—per gal—
Linseed,
,6C(a.65
.10
Kerosene, per gal

Kio,
Mocha,
Java,
Tea—per lb-Japan,
Oolong,

.255x30
.40

Lumber ami
M~
Hemlock.
Hemlock boards

Lumber--per

Building Material*.
Clapboards—per M

Presiding Elder Norton
Sunday. In the evening

dates

large

were

was

lie

in

the leper,
using
type of sin. Seven candibaptized, in the presence of a

“Naaman

West

Franklin,
lied very suddenly Wednesday morning
She had been ill with wili)f last week.
but had got better again,
er cholera,
viini ,v
(-wiling slit- was taken with
ii-uralgia which settled around the heart.
I'iiough she suffered severely, the end
ami quiet, like her own
iVHs Jit ireful
The bereaved
life.
muit- i. Christian
'■inlily have the fullest sympathy of the
John

Smith,

of

•ommunity ami friends.
April 1._
Tact wins where great gills withoib
would fall

51
5
5
>61

*80
*60

>®l
>61

Elegant In Design

1

Superior

>6f

in

-—-F5<
Workmanship
MC

Strong

and

>61

<J®|
-^0

Hartfords are the sort of
makers charge *100 for.

price

MC

Colum bias-* 100 §§
K

POPE MEG. CO.
General Office* and Factories,
HARTFORD, Conn.

36® 60

.6)
.65
.75
.50

fflfj
|gg£

great Columbia plant is working for
the rider’s benefit, as usual.

|9iC[

■ RANCH ITORU,

Chicago,
Beaton.
Few York, Buffalo,

Francisco,
Providence.

San

kME!*

—

Tripe, per lb
Hams, per lb
Mutton, per ib.
Lamb, per lb.
Poultry—per lb—

Corn meal per bu
Corn, full weight pr bu
Barley, per bu
Oats, per bu

g*

The

3f®60

Shorts, per bag
Fleur—per bbl—
3.0f®3.50
Mixed feed,
Straights,
120®,!.25
Winter wheat.
1.25
First clear,
2.50®3.00
Second Clear,
2.50
Spring wheat, 1.10®i.l5
Patents,
Middlings, per bag
Winter wheat, 4.0C®'4.50
1.35
Spring wheat, 4.26®4.75

most

situation.

24® 26
17® 18

.08
Steak, Beef,
1-2®.25
12
.13
Fresh Fork,
,C6®.10
Veal, per lb
.08®. 18
12
Roasts,
.10® 15
.08®).
Beef. Corned, pr lb .06(a).08
.16 Chickens,
.20
Tongue,
.16 Fowl,
.16
Salt Fork, per lb
.20
Lard, per lb
.10® .12 Turkeys,
.08 Bologna
.10
Figs' Feet, per lb
Fi*h.
Halt—per lb
Mackerel, large, apiece
.07®.lb
.20®.25
Dry Cod,
.10
.C5®.06 Tongues and sounds,
Pollock,
.15 Halibut tins,
.12
Mackerel.
.24 Halibut heads,
04
Herring per doz
Smoked bloaters, doz
.25
Fresh—per lb
.05
Smoked halibut, per lb .12
Cod,
.04
Smoked alewlves, string
Haddock,
.16®.18
.15
Halibut,
.10
Salmon.
.20® 25 Finnan Itaddie,
.10 Corned flsh per lb
.<>5
Pickerel, lb
.40
Oysters, per qt.,
.35
Scallops, qt
.25
Clams, per pk
.20
Clams, per qt
Smelts,
.If®.12
.12
Lobsters, per lb
25
Flounders, doz.
Fuel.
Coal—per ton—
Wood—per cord—
3.00®.600 Broken,
6.00
Dry Hard,
2.00(a)3.50 Stove,
6.00
Dry Sort.
6.00
Egg,
Roundings, per load
6.00
1.00® 1.25 Nut,
6.00
Blacksmith's,
Flour, (train and Feed.
12

lb.

bicycle

Columbias are far superior to so-called
“specials,” for which *125 or even *150 is asked.
It is well to be posted upon the bicycle

I(a,l-25
Provision*.

Spruce,

ML

Easy Running

f

The Columbia Catalogue, a work
of highest art, telling oi and picturing clearly all the new Columbia#
and Hartford*, i* free from any Columbia Agent, or is mailed for two
e-cent stamps.
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We have
that

on

hand the

shown in

was ever

gle breasted,
that

will

largest

in

many

assure

Ellsworth, double and sindifferent shades, at prices
sales.

quick

Our Hat and

line of Mackintoshes

....

Cap Department

Hide* and Tallow.

Tallow—per

lb--

lb—

.04 Rough,
Ox
.03 1-2 Tried.
Cow,
Calf Skins, green .3 (a,.75
Pelts,
.26®).40
Lamb skins,
.26® .30
.Seed*.
Herds Grass per bu 3.25 Clover, per lb
.12 Red,
Red Top, per lb
.18 Alsike,
Lawn seed, lb,
Fre*h Fruit.
Oranges—
.30 Cal. Oranges,
.30®.35 Messina

Lemons, pr doz
Bananas,

.10®).15

Apples,
Figs,

Dates,
Raisins,
Prunes,

Almonds, per lb
Pecans, per lb
Brazils, per lo

Blood oranges.
Cocoanuts, each

.02

is well stocked with the latest

.04

the

styles

Spring and Summer trade.

and shades for

....

.15
.16

While in New York

we

selected

a

great

many

.40@.50
.25

.25
.08® 10

Dried Fruit.
.10
.12®.20 Tamarinds,
.10 Currants,
.08® 12
.08
.08®.15 Apples, choice string
.12
choice sliced
.10® 14
Nut*.
.2) Filberts, per lb
.15
.16 Eng. Walnuts, per lb \2J
.15 Chestnuts, per qt
.20

3llnrUsnncntB.

Bird Kites,

Novelties in Children’s Suits and Waists.
We doubt if such

the State of Maine
We
our

assortment

an
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can

invite the

cordially

be

public

can

seen

to

be shown in

this store.

at

call and

inspect

larjjrc stock before the assortment will be broken.

LEWIS FRIEND & CO.,

Marbles,

.Manning Block,

Kubber Blarters,
Just Received

Cor. .Main and Franklin Sts..

MAINE.

ELLSWORTH,
TKLKriIONK

COXNKCTEI).

_____—T

«»«*

Mil Whistle,
BUY YOUR

LATEST

THING

OFT.

Fim* Assortment of
JUST

Curtains,

MEDICINES

SPRING

TINT.

a

congregation.

Mrs.

—

>61

.12®.<5 baths—per M-2.00
15® 16 Spruce,
Nails—per lb
.02®.0I
3.25 Cement—per (.'ask
1.60
one, 2.10 Lime—p^r Cask 1.05®1.10
No. 1,
1.40 Brick—per M
7.00®11
.JHY<il.OO White Lead—pr lb .Otto.OS
Scoots,

town

preached

| ^fartford ^icycles |

—

8®I0 Extra Spruce.
7.® 12 Spruce, No. 1,
12®16 Clear 1’lne,
15®20 Extra Fine,

Spruce
Spruce floor,
Fine,
Matched pine,
Shingles—per M—
Cedar, Extra,
**

i®c:

>01

1 •»

Franklin.

Miss Julia Grindle, of East Bluehill, is
visiting at William Webber’s.
William Webber is at Bluehill, calking tiie deck of tiic schooner “Hazel
w as

I’eas:

Hides—per

South Deer Ih1«.

Miss Grace Stevens starts for the “Hub”

Country Produce.

Improved Yellow Kye, per bush.2.5<)y.'LOO
Pea, hand picked, per bu.2.50 33.00

AvtrtiloU

Woodpiles are nearly all cut up and
nearly all homes are well provided for in

This is the
this week for New York.
longest vacation C'apt. Bulger has had at
home for a number of years.

by agreement.

in the midst of wind!

Capt. Young has been painting his
front yard fence and buildings.
Rev. D. Smith, at the Methodist church,
gave a good sermon Sunday on “Easter.”

arrived home last week from Gloucester.
He starts soon on a fishing trip south.
Mrs. Hamor is the second daughter-inlaw to be welcomed into the family of
Capt. George R. Hamor within a few
months, and each received a very cordial

has

and

Surry.

ment

mate.

Tracy

There was a chopping match at J. M.
McFarland’s last week, followed by a
party in the evening, which was much
enjoyed by the young people.
Mack.
April 3.

Mrs. Jane Rosebrook recently sold an
old blue earthern pitcher, which once
belonged to her father, for the large price
of |25. Surely the purchaser must have
such

by George

employed

wife, of North Hancock, have been visiting their daughter,
Mrs. Charles Shaw, in Fitchburg, Mass.
The Christian Endeavor society met
Tuesday evening, April 2, for the purpose of choosing officers, all of which
Eben

School in district No. 5 closed last Friday after a profitable term of twenty
weeks, taught by Miss Mary Morris, of
Harbor.
Miss Morris will
Southwest
commence next Monday a term of ten
weeks

gone to Bar Har-

has

Eben Tracy and wife have been visiting
their daughter, Mrs. Charles Shaw, at
Fitchburg, Mass.

the majority of the people.

April

Capt. C. W. Sprague has taken comthree-masted schooner,
mand of the
“Julia S. Bailey.” His brother Eugene

Nathan Ash and family have returned
Bar Harbor for the season.

district No. 1 and 1 commenced Monday the former taught by
Mrs. Florence Joy and the latter by Miss
Mary A. Carroll.
in

Mrs. Alice Gray, of Pretty Marsh, in instructing the Misses Stella and Josie Norinstrumental music.

:o

MAINE LAW KKGAKDINO WEIGHTS AND MKASl'RKS.

A bushel <>f Liverpool salt shall weigh fill pounds, and
urks Inland salt "hall w eigh 7u po::nds.
a bushel of
1 he standard weight o| a bushel of potatoes, in good
order and tit for shipping. Is no pounds.
I'he standanl weight i»f a bushel of beans in good order and lit for shipping, is 02 pounds, of wheat, beets,
ruta baga
turnips and peas, fit) pounds; of corn, 56
pounds; of onions, 52 pounds; of carrots, English turnips, rye, and Indian meal, 50 pounds; of barley and
buckwheat,48 pounds; of oats 32 pounds, or even meas-

Bonus.

Mrs. Maggie Sawyer has been quite ill.
Mrs. Henry Foren spent Sunday in
liar Harbor.

1

Wednesday, April 10, 1^95.

ure as

Mr. Allen is painting his house.
Mrs. Irving Bridges is still very ill.

Winter Harbor,
after an absence of three years, has been
visiting relatives and friends in town.

Bourgett,

Ambrose

lljiiirork.

Norfli

Mrs. Emma Hirlem has been confined
home for two weeks with lameness. :

a

Kit.

March 25.

to her

ladies' ball at Globe hall.

W. I). Walls is mate of the fine large
schooner, “Theodore Dean.” Capt. J. F.
Hodgdon, of Somerville, Mass., is in command.

just

returned

3tobcrti0rmrnls.

M A RKKTS.

KLIjSWORT 11

Hollis

assisted.

F. W. Heath has gone to Bar Harbor for
the summer.

in

F.
L. Crocker, H. A. Gray,
Smith, Briggs Davis, Loring
'andage, E. C. Jordan, George E. Caniage, Charles Fowler, J. E. Black, F. E.
1’orrey, Miss Mina Fowler, E. S. Candage,
\. L. Cousins, Julia Grindle, Addie Caniage, L. E. Greene.

Webber,

kindly

Monday evening, April 1, there

Seal Cove.

wood

other

all
ho

frnulierrv

subscribers <ii

nasi-offices in Hancock county;
the county comother papers in

v
.,,,

other page,.

i.

,,”'

.nelf
a

see

it

fiat._

Children Cry for
Pitcher’s castor'ia

FOli

FRKS11

WOODWARD BROS.’

CAN DIFS.

GO TO

Holt's

NEW DRUG STORE.

Variety Store.

\YK HAVE ONE OF THE LARGEST STOCKS OF

T.I solicit ..piers tor \ur-«*r> stork, salary or
• a-h advanced l«»r
( »inini—ic»n
expenses, and
outfit tree
L\jM-ricnc- not •—«*iiti:»i. \etive,
men
can make good pav
li.n.I working
The best
ot reference required.
I tie It.
< !I \>1
( <>..
Malden, Mmms,

1'aujH‘r Notice.
hereby gives notice that tie
rpiiK undersigned
1 lias contracted with the < ityol Ellsworth,for

t:
support nt the noor,during the ensuing year,
and has made ample provision for ttieir support.
He therefore forbids all persons from furnishing
supplies to any pauper on his account, as without
his written order, lie will pay for no goods so
furnished.
Hakky >. ,1oneb.
••

DRUGS, CHEMICALS. PATENT MEDICINES
IN EASTERN MAINE.

and

TOILET ARTICLES
No Old Stock.
We make

a

Evlkythinc, Fresh

Specialty

of

and

New.

Physicians' Prescriptions.

WOODWARD BROS.,
4, Main Street,

....

Opposite

Boston Clothing Store.

ELLSWORTH.

‘Pllsuunlli Aiiuvurtu.
a ioi'ai
I

riBUSHF.l'
Till KS1» \S MiiKNINt.

m

\

rouTTCAi. Aoruwi.

ash

It was one of these who
expressed himself at the recent town
meeting in Island Falls. This is his

travagant.

AT

MAINE,

I I Ln WORTH.
in

and the county is booming in conStill, there will occasequence.
who presionally be found a »
fers “good old times," and protests
against modern innovations as ex-

inn.

itblimiinx;

ham«kk foi'M’Y

K. w.Hollins. Editor and

“Now." said he, “you’ve gone
logic:
to work and got this tannery litre,

Manager.

—$1 NO a soar. 7 >v: t~ ;
corns for throe month-, tf
ti\ months; 37
All arrearage- are
In
advance.
strictly
paid
reckoned at the rate of
per year.
ar.-issl'l
reasonable,
Kates—Are
Advertising
be made known on application.

Subscription l’r l

Business communications should be addn -~<-d
and ail monev orders made payable to Tin
Ft bushing Co, i lls
Hancock CoCnti
worth. Maine.
to

THURSDAY. APRIL 11.

have

raise

to

build

money
got
school-house. You’re goin'
rupt the town!”

new

a

to bank-

Maine Ibpuliet is the latest
into the field of Maine journalIts editor is L. C. Bateman, a

The
comer

1895.

brought two or
people, and these peochildren, and now you've

and the tannery has

to

ism.

populist candidate for goverAnything with which the bril-

recent

STATE OF MAINE.

nor.

B. Cleave., Governor.

By Henry

liant but erratic Bateman has to do
is bound to attract attention, and a
paper is not likely to prove an
Editor Bateman will have
hard work to say much that is new
new

exception.
for his

peculiar monetary heresy,

against

the honest money; but the
is likely to be enter-

or

way he says it

taining.
Another argument in favor of New
Englanders' investing their money at

PROCLAMATION
A

FOR

home is furnished by the Connecticut
River Savings bank, of Charlestown.

DAT OF

FASTING ami PRAYER.
Recognizing with grateful hearts the numerous blessing- vouchsafed by Almighty t..«1 to
our Commonwealth and her people, invoking
His favor, oare and guidance in the futur--. by
theadsice of the Executive Council, I hereby
designate Thursday, the twents tif.h day of
April, as a day of

FASTING AND PRAYER.
Let u- ab-uin from all unnecessary labor,
anal amid the surrounding- of the home, in
the churches and place? dedicated to public
worship, observe the das in a manner Us-.linChristian people, that we may perpetuate
the sacred and bv- .Ted custom of the Fib
*rim Fathers, wbo so fl-inlv and securely
planted «>n our short the Christian faith

ing

a

Given

at

the Council l'hander, in

of the Cuited States of America the
hundred and nineteenth.
HKNRY R Cl FAVF.S

ence

By

of

poor western
investments, the depositors will lose
reason

twenty-five

least

at

per cent.

HOARD OK TRADE.
Electric Road Situation—Other
Matters Discussed.

The

committees

were

B. T. Sowle.

appointed

of

preventing

the

throwing of stickings and
river, reported progress,

sawdu-t in the
a-ked

for

The

more

time, wni h

Torrey.lVer Isle
Whitmore.Tremold

excused until Wed-

whs

truing.
traverse juries
m«

are as

follows:

FIRST TKAMIRSK .11 KV.

Clement. Charles II., foreman.Mount Pe**crt
Bluehill
Bacon, George A.
Mr
Berdeen, hnrles E.IV*
Bragdoii, William E.Kranklin
Burns, El*en K.Eden
Br«*ok!*vilie
Chatto, M. P.
Ellsworth
Crlppen, John T.
Treiiiont
iHiillver, trank S.
Punnlver, Thomas s. G<*u!dsl»oro
Eldridge, John I*.HPworth
.*edgwtrk
Grindle, 1-rarl 1*.
>ulllvail
llanna, William K.

the

see

get their co-oj>eration in

was

follows:
W ki'XFspa Y.

>

Edward

10

April

E.

A. W
Inhabitants of Surry
King for plff; E. IE Dea>\ for deft.
Friday. April 1J Norris E. tirindall
Plffs atty. Chase
vs. Alex. E. Hagerthy.

E’.isr

vs.

and King: deft's atty, Deasy.
prayer.
Ease in equity,
Satckday. April 13
The follow ing attorneys were present
at the opening of court:
(ireely vs. Bunker. Plffs atty, Peters;
Hannibal E. Hamlin, A. F. Burnham. deft's atty, Deasy.
Monday, April 14 Burrill National
George P. Dutton, John B. Bed man,
Benjamin T. Sow le. Arno W. King, Bank vs. B. E. Tracy. Plffs atty. BedFrank W.
I George B. Stuart. Fred L. Mason. L. F. man: deft's atty, Tracy.
Giles. Seth T. Campbell, Ellsworth; Oscar Hamlin vs. Edgar Scammon. Plffs atty,
| P. Cunningham, Oscar F. Fellows, Bucks* Burnham: deft’s atty, Stuart. Same vs.
; port; L. B. Deasy, E. S. Clark, Bar Har- Leonard Clark. Same counsel.
1
The casc of E. E. Chase vs. the inhabbor; Elmer P. Spofford, l>eer Isle; Creorge
M. Warren, Castine; Edward E. Chase, itants of Surry, assigned for jury trial
Bluehill; George K. Fuller, Southwest Wednesday, occupied the entire day.
Harbor; Bedford E. Tracy, Winter Har- At the time of going to press the case
bor.
was not finished.
The officers of the court are as follows:
This was an action for damages for
Presiding justice, Andrew P. Wiswell. injury to a horse caused by defect in the
Clerk. John F. Knowlton.
highway. The case was tried in the muCounty attorney, E. S. Clark.
Sheriff, William Fennelly.
nicipal court in December last. Judge
Deputy sheriff and crier, James T. Dutton rendering a verdict for plaintiff
Cushman.
in the sum of $50, from which decision
Deputies in attendance, Janies W. Patterson. Bucksport: Forrest O. Silsby, Am* defendants appealed.
her-Jt; David J Allen. Bluehill: Walter
B. Harrington. Winter Harbor.
THE KIN I>KR<» AKTKN.
Stenographer. C. O Barrows, Portland.
Messenger. Albert Cushman.
Mrs. Charles
The grand jury, a* called and sworn in. Interesting ljceture by
was as follows:
E. Woodman, of Hangor.
John I’ Haney, foreman.Penobscot
l>ist Tuesday evening the women's clubs
A. It Hutching-, clerk. Orlnnd
Jonathan Bridges.Sedgwick of this city met for tea at 6 o'clock in t he
Brooklln
K J t arter.
vestry of the Congregational church.
T'ver
Franklin
K|ihra ni
The guest
of the occasion was Mrs.
John H Kldridge.Bucksport
John N Hancock ..Gotildtd»oro
Charles E. Woodman, of Bangor, who is
Irving II Harding.Bluehill
Charles K Higgins.Kllsworth an enthusiastic advocate of the kinderKllsworth
Albert T .lelli-on.
garten system for young children.
Kdward Johnson .Sullivan
At 7.30 t he members of the clubs, with
Kden
B. C. Reynolds

The grand jury

committee
to

to

mill-owners

and

special
meeting

he

trial list and six on the special assigned
list.
In the ease of the First ITiitarian society of Ellsworth vs. the city of Ellsworth, the entry was admitted: Nonsuit. without costs unless new suit is
commenced.
The eases specially assigned were ns

in

nesday

called for.

at the Iasi

supreme jmiit ini court convened Tuesday
Judge A. 1\ W‘is well presiding.
The term promises to in' very short.
Only fifty ertso "U the !.-ng civ il docket
f tin's*1
were placed on t he t rial lwt and
only h very few will be tried. The erin
inal docket will also be short.
The court convened at 10 o'clock Tuesday morning. Kev. I. II. \Y. W harff led

Daniel 'V
Wi Ham II

The regular monthly meeting of the
board of trade Monday evening was well
The meeting was called to
attended.
order bv the president. A. W. King, and
after the reading of minutes, reports of

Aurusia,

twenty-seventh day of March, in the
year of our Lord one thousand ci^ht bun
dreti and ninety five, aud of the Imlcpcml
this

one

X. H., whose trustees have voted to
apply to the supreme court for a receiver.

Supreme .Iiidleini Court of Hancock
County Term W ill lie Short.
The April term of the Hnncerk county

«.

three hundred

ple

TKI!M

Al’KIIi

others who

came at

that hour,

were

railed

order, and Mrs. Woodman was felicitously introduced by Mrs. George IV
Dutton, who stated that Mrs. Wood

to

man

kindly

had

consented

to

give

in a more formal way than an afternoon
tea-talk an outline of her views on the
education of children.
These brief jmragraphs can give no ade-

interesting
quate
instructive address. The distinction between “to educate” and “to instruct” was
idea

of this

most

and

clearly pointed out, and the importance
granted.
of the former during the years of a
Nicholas Ff.sslm*kx, Secrctan. of State.
F. \V. Rollins. of the special committee
between
child’s life intervening
the
SKCOM> TKAVERSK .11'RV
uppoinled to see Mr. Stover at Bluehill Norton. Noah F, foreman.Penobscot nursery and the primary school was emEaster Morning.
in relation to the electric road, reported
Hardy. James S..Buck-port phasized.
The earliest years are the most imporII.Eden
The Christian world celebrates, next that he and Mr. Drummey bad visited Higgins, Ezra
tant. and the best educators are waking
Jellison, William J..MarinvtBe
»Viand up to the fact.
Mrs. Woodman's descripSunday, the rising of the Master. Blueh Hand had a hr ef interview with Jordan, Edwin I,1>....
Jordan. Henry
Surry tion of the work in a kindergarten was
That divine nature, the greatest and Mr. Siover, informing him that the citi- l.ord, Frank
>. Ellsworth
and
made a profound imgiven,
zens of KUswortfi were prepared to furMcFarland, Daniel ^ .Lanudne vividly
purest the world ever saw, had freely
pression u|*on the audience.
.Bluehill
Pert, W G.
nish the money required of them by his
The storm that raged all day Tuesday,
Amher-l
sacrificed itself, and after giving years
Robes ts, J. J.
proposition, bur hs.i received no assurance
and the consequent bad walking, preJohn .Brook Mu
to the work of teaching men to disdain tom aim that, ..e would carry out uis Staples, Jolin I’.
Castine vented many from attending, but those
Whiting,
of ihe proj-osition ; in fact, the interw ho did brave the element- were amply
mere
SUPERS* MKK ART
legal forms and to practice pari
view was very unsatisfactory.
Hancock rewarded.
Young, George W.
without
had
gone,
promercy always,
The pre.-ideiu reviewed the situation m
The juries were excused until 9.30 Wedtest, to an ignominious death at the the eiectn road mailer, which has
nesday morning.
hands of the law and the authorities already been rej>orted at length in Thk
Then
followed the reading of the
Amkkican.
The letter written to Mr.
He Stover, and to which no answer has been docket. Fifty cases were placed on the
which he had set at naught.
When Baby was sick, we gave h
OastorU.
read.
was
The
received.
president
never feared those who could kill the
baldness makes one look premaAs
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
that the letter should t>e spread
suggested
body, but were not able to kill the on the minutes, together with resolutions turely old. set a full head of hair gives to When she became Mias, she clung to Castoria.
mature life the appearance of youth. To
soul, and the precept of divine wis- couched in fitting and forcible terms, secure this and
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.
on Mr. Stover's proposition and
prevent the former,
dom and truth which he had given to touching
Ayer’s Hair Vigor is confidently recomhis action in the matter.
mended. Both ladies and gentlemen premen for their regeneration, could not
Mayor Dutton seconded the suggestion fer it to any other dressing.
Heaven and earth might of tne president. He did not see what
be killed.
explanation Mr. Stover could make in
pass away, he said, but these precepts regard to his contemptuous treatment of
jfer Salt.
And though the letter written to him.
should not pass away.
HomeARM—At Morgan's Bay, Surry.
Mr. Rollins moved the appointment of
they are not followed, as they should
stead *4 acres, good dwelling, 10 rooms,
a committee of three to draft such resolube, aftereighteen centuriest. heir sim- tions, and to report at the next meeting. first-rate cellar; good outbuilding 48x24; conBy the

CrOfcrnor:

Viilty Vlnl> Supper.
The last supper of the season under the
auspices of the t’nity club was given at
last
the Unitarian vestry
Wednesday
evening, and it proved to be one of the
pleasantest of this very pleasant series of

3Dbrrti6fmmtG.

Best Little
j

mild

gat herings.
Besides the supper which, like all Unity
club suppers, was excellent, « short but
interesting programme was presented, as
follows:

PUla

ple

but

sublime

is

truth

becoming

He is risen,"

“He is not here!

were

greeted Mary Magd
Mary on that first
morning, us they stood beside

the words that

len and the other
Easter

The.--

the tomb.

those who say
that the sto-y of the resurrection is a
myth, but this much was true: He
are

there: He had risen—is rising
to-day in the heart* of mankind. For
everywhere th<- .nfiuence of Christ's
was not

teaching is being

more

Though

^ide there is

on

unbelief,

one

and

felt.

more

scoffing

the other hand

on

nar-

of the sublime

misconception

row

and

na-

of the Master, yet a better appreciation of Hi- work in the world is

ture

making its way; and with
this progress true religion, as distinguised from infidelity on the one side
steadily

and

bigotry

narrow

growing
little

ligion

on

the other, is

in men's hearts.

philosophy leads away from reand much philosophy leads

back to it. and that is what the scientific world

finding

is

to-day.

out

Christ's name has no doubt been used
as

a

cloaK to cover

which

would

He

but as His

teachings

understood, ad

things
repudiated,

up many
aave

sac:,

become better

perversions

of

them wiil pass. Aside from His teachings as to theolog} and immortality.
His doctrines

are

a

wii de

code of

rules for the government
Be not angry: swear not at all; resist not evil: do good to them that
hate you; do not your alms before
men to be seer, of them; lay not up
for yourselves treasures upon earth:
not; whatsoever ye would that
men should do to you, do you even so

judge
to

them- these

are

precepts which

are

yet regarded

as impracticable, even
by professed followers of Christ, but
they are impracticable only because
humanity, though it lias the power,

has not yet the moral courage to follow them. Yet. if they were followed,

they

would regenerate the world.
is .: season which should

Easter

bring the rising of the spirit of Christ
in the hearts of men. that those things
which He commanded, and which
seem
so hard to perform, may be
made easy

■

:

"e

strength

of that

spirit.

>4,

are.

for

tile

most

Aroostook

county
part, "hustlers."

<il,

BUSINESS—The administrathe estate of the late firm of
Co., offer for sale the good will, stock
and fixtures of the said firm connected w ith
the carriage manufacturing business lately
carried on by said firm in Ellsworth. For
terms and conditions of sale apply to the undersigned Geo. P. Dction, (.'has. H. Dhcmmev. administrators.
CARRIAGE

CRowe A

tors

The president appointed a-, committee
on resolutions. George P.
Dutton, Dr. J.
F. Manning and F. W. Rollins
In response lo the question asto whether

of

I have bought a.! the samples
the Union Shoe Mfg.
also the Jamaged ones, which I shall sell at a bargain at
O. K. Hi knham.
in.* store. >tate street.

PROPOSALS will l*e received

8F.Xl.KH
til 7 o’clock,

osition from other parties in relation to
building the road. Mr. Sowle said tlvat

good farms handy to the
Creamery, and with plenty wood and
pasturing. Easy terms. For particulars iuquire of A. r. Hagerthy. Ellsworth.

INARMS—Several

letter ban been received, but it was in
the nature of suggestion or a request to
if the board would give the charter to
other parties and furnish the same aid as
offered Mr. Stover.
Mr. Sowle suggested
two lines of action bv the board of trade
first, to see tne benders of the present
charier t<> see if they will accept thea:d
offered Mr. Stover, and go ahead w ith the
road, and if this is unsuccessful, to see if
the holders of the present charter will
turn it over to the board of trade, thus
placing me Doara in a position to better
entertain propositions from other parties.
The matter was left with the committee
on railroads and transportation.
a

see

with

hath
and laundry;
HOUSE—Two-story
furnace; stable for three
room

horses; large garden,
situated on high land. Apple to
Emery, Peters block. F.llsw >rth.

pleasantly
H.

—

sale

rent-

or

I^ORrecently
L. A. Emery.'

The

new-milch

C1GWS—12
particulars inquire
Martin.
n.otGeo
ih

house
F

occupied by J.

A.

Main st..
Knowlton.

on

cows
For further
of Tho'Imihk BkaoFranklin.

all hidInformation w ill
il h Hill, K. R

specifications, plan-, ami full
he furtd-hed un applic ation to
Mo.,re. ,1. p. Kldridge
Address all communication- and propo-al- t<>
II K llll.I.,
Chairman of building Committee
FI I-worth Me
April 10. l-i<S
<

following resolution was adopted;
Whereas, Loriug, Short A Harmon, of
Portland, have made and presented to

the child
.how

was

one

symptoms of

year old) he began to
the

Two of the best doctors here have doctored him at times for about three years
I paid
off and on w ith hut little benefit.
out for Willie more than all the other
He ha. alfour have cost me for doctor,.
ways been sick and poorly just the same,
lie would vomit for a week at a time and
could keep nothing in his atomach.
ill July I told my wife I was going to
nun.

iry your discovery
Washburn and bought

a

went

Very truly,
G. P. Staples,
answer

written to me,
nished.

any

letter

providing

a

that

fire.
We -t Sullivau,

cent

J. Grant, of the committee on librares. reported
that tiie committee had
been successful in its efforts to have the
city library opened daily. The citv govinstructed

that

Tu dose

for
the

public health and
sanitary regulations, reported that the
mayor had very kindly and very ably in-

out

Hemp

and Linen

CARPETS,
I

while

offer them

they la-t

prices that any one
in< to buy cannot afford
such

It's
( urioiid Woman
can't have confidence In l>r. Pierce's FaPrescription. Here 1- a tonic for tired
•at w-'‘manhood, a remedy for all itpeculiar
ids an.t ailment-—and if It doesn't help you,
there'- t. thing to pay.
" hat nmre can you a-k for. in a medicines
I tie Prescription'* will build up. strengthen,
it fid invigorate tiie entire female
system. It
regulate*- aud promotes all the proper tunc
improves digestion, enriches the blood,
! -p«
aches and
pains, I.rings refreshing
and
-cep.
rc.-tores
health and vigor.
In
••icinale complaints” of every kind, aud in all
chronic wcaki.e--es ami derangements, it
the
a

thU

?

intend
to

mi.--

to

keep

a

OILCLOTHS ami

■.

E. F. REDMAN.
FURNITURE. CARPETS.
PIANOS AND ORGANS.

V Y.

Pellets

constipation, piles,
biliousness, indigestion and headaches.
cure

M«ms

April 1, ls95.
k>.

»

YOOR
ttUSB/YND'S
■'

=====^--

CO/VT
Is it shabby ?
Do you not
think he would make a better
appearance in new, stylish,
well-fitting garments ? Tell
him to drop in on us and see
for how little he can make
matters as
they should be.
People

haven't given

The

us

No.

j

5
;

5

j5
S
5

the title of

Leading
for

remedy.
Nothing urged in it- place by a dealer, though
it Ilia;, be better for hit., to mi’., can be, ••just as
Send for a free pamphlet
Add res- World'Dispensary Medical
Huff."

re

full line
STRAW

MATTINGS.

surest

>n.

mv

opportunity.

Shall continue
of

at

»

»f.

M

X

in

wl»h t
expre-s .-ur heartfelt thank- to
the many friend- who
kindly and thought
fully a.--i»tc*d u-. In our great -arrow and
f the 1bereavement; al-o to the m.-mnerH
S
the class of 'id, and other- C.r their beaut:
ful floral tribute-.
Aioi-n
Y Mhokc
Iantiii: x M«miHK
FVKUAKI* X Moi.KK
Ib*VI X Mimiki
FltMKST ! VoollK
Fll-wurth, April S, lsa&.
XV.'

my Entire Sttx k of

on

corporated in his inaugural ad'dress’suggeslions in relation to sewerage for the
cuy, and that the city government had
made a
very generous appropriation
directly in line with the work suggested
the
committee.
by
Meeting adjourned.

Dr Fierce

Mr-

me

Woolen, Cotton and Wool,

library be kept open.

"

kindly a-«i-ted

Alin OK TM \ N

A.

The committee

who

may

lie

stamp is fur-

...

ME.

DO !

we

lc,„ lhan

at

customer,
h*

ju-t

a.

lDP

much tonka,

«dtn

We DON’T
keep all klmlaof patent medicine
U-Ing po.ltlvetr tnjurl.. ...
We DO
keep

m-.

whilV^S

ahaolutele worthier.

more are

•'

of thoae w.- eon.liter h.-.
leaa and aell them a. Ion a.
actone
without recommendation.
moat

Wc DON'T
recommend the

u*e

of

nnv patent

""

r.M,K
We DO
recommend the atek

go.nl phyalefan.

a

to seek the
arlvtcenr
Intelligent a.lTlee u
rlmlnate

much lietU'r than the Imll•if unknown nostrum-

--

Wc DON’T
run a so called
\ajm

"Cut-Rate

I»rug3tore“

r>rt

all competition In price*,
when' quality would lin%.
fired to do it.
meet

exeat

Wc DON'T
keep a Grocery
Wc DO

|

-ell Pu-e ('ream Tartar Kxtrnct
Yanli
and la-moo. and one trial will runvlrn
you that there i- none better

We DON'T
a«ivertise to sell cheap, thing- we hart
never bad in stock, and th. n h''\ rmtu®.
er* that we hare something
f our 0*1
make, ju-t like it and much cheaper.

We DO
treat

our customers at

lea*

as If they iiad
good common -ense
Wc DON'T
sell f»ry Goods, Hardware, Boots acd
Shoes, or Jewelry.
Wc DO

continue Ju-t as we have done In tb*
-.ime
*t.ire for the pa-t
twentr-nlne
«r*. to sell
l>rug*. T diet Article*,
•••aps. Perfumery, and Cigar<

irgal tS'oticts.
POSTAL Telegraph ('able Company respectfully petition* the Hoard of Mayor
and Aldermen of
the city of Ellsworth,
Maine, for a location for it* pole* and wire*
thereon in the following named street** and
Water, Washington
highway* of said city
and High street*, and Mt. l»e*ert road
PoST A L Tkl koKAl'H
*ru
ompany.
By John K. Butler, special agent.
Boston, Mas*.. April 1.

1

On the foregoing petition Ordered. That a
hearing be had thereon, on the third day of
June. a. d lsttf, at the aldermen * room in the
city of Ellsworth, at 7 o'clock p in., when and
where residents and owners of property on
the said highway* to be affected thert y. aml
all persons may appear and have full opportunity to show cause why such permit should
not be granted, and that *aid petition and
thisorderthereon.be published three weeks
successively in the Ellsworth American, newspaper. the last publication to be at .ra*; fourteen days prior to said third day of June
Passed by Hoard of AMermen, April 6.
Attest:— L. H
Wyman, City « lerk
NOTICE

OK

Wc DON'T
keep n Ka/aar.
ter under
Kxtrnct
w

Haskell, of Deer
l*le. in the county of Ha:u«>< it and
of Maine, ov hi* mortgage deed, dated
the twenty-fourth dav of January, a
,*nj.
and recorded in the banco* k coun.y Kegistry
of Deeds, book 2-il. page I7u. con wye
m me.
the undersigned one undivided half of a certain lot or pai v el of land, km-wn as Hie" lan
^ ard.” situate in said Dee;
.1 'gether
with **ne uni vTiled Aiuif of ail cunnings
thel «■-i.. sail
eing *b serioed aud mumled
a* to: o\w,
wit
ke and
beginning

-oil g<mm 1 reliable Handkerchief Krtract*
and the best «»f ( ologne
d.»

a

-ell T<M»th !lru«he* tiuit w. ! not *ht*1
their brl-tles the rtr-t time li.ev are used.
We al-o sell Tooth Soap"*. Wa-he-, ana
Powders -the latter In bulk, which Jsby
far the roost economical way to buy it.

Wc DON'T
own

keep

<

RSI ANT to a license from the Hon.
Judge of Probate fur the county of Hancock. I -ha,, sen at public auction, on the
thirteenth day of May. a. d. 1896. at ten o’clock
in the forenoon on the premises, all the right,
title and interest which John Vansaw. late of
(Iouldsboro. in said county, deceased, had in
and to the following described real estate,
viz.
Two lots of land situated in said town of
(iouldsboro, bounded as follows:
First
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in Prospect Harbor
in the town of
(iouldsboro. and bounded and described as
follows, to wit: Beginning at the nor\hw esterly corner of Charles Vansaw’* home lot in
the centre of town road and running thence
northerly by the town road to Charles Vansaw »
pasture lot; thence northeasterly bv said
line of pasture lot to the stream; thence bv
said stream southerly to land of
Prospect
Harbor Ice Company; thence southerly and
westerly by line of said Ice Company to the
northeasterly corner of aforesaid ( harles
Vansaw s home lot; thence westerly bv north
*»ne of said Charles Vansaw's lotto
place of
beginning, containing forty acres, more or
less, with buildings thereon."
Second. A certain lot or
of land situated in (iouldsboro. and parcel
bounded and described as follows
Beginning at the southeast corner of land owned bv Freeland
Rosebrooks bordering on the
Pond road, and
known as the \ ansa-.v lot; thence
running
westerly by said Rosebrooks' lot to land of
I rank
Noyes: theme southerly
by »ai.l N v e s
of Janies 1- <
nibs; thence ea-ter.\ by said < oombs lot to
town
pond road;
theme by -aid road to place of
beginning;
containing thirty-three at re-, more or le-*>au-d t: is Mh day of April, a. d 1896.
h a RLE- F. Paine, administrator.

v.an.

it

I
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-ell Kublier Hot Water Bagare worth, and the
the more cau-e y »u w
I.u
thankful, a leaky hot w;»t«
middle t a cold night Is
Ive ol prof inlty than o>mf"!'

r

they
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what
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ii I- nur object to fill 11.
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'■

t

V I OW N OICIHN \\<
tin,i of a'l re1,
g
of Cautine; for publu bir*
l»-rt<it :•>»</ i,n »*myrr», bagya ;■
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role ><f tn> ’•
.IdfqPc
>r

f

l*

■■

P.pdt?

-•

K'

V

Xotirrs.

Sjjtual
!'

,u:tv

r-

-peel full' y.'Ur*
«.*

\

f

•*"

irn

1 *. /

-i.i
nine-

•

Wc DON’T

sioi.i « at the st.ore near in*
...
meine
nt rtli
u grees w. sj, th:.o
-*a..,•.,* 1.1>
one links to the s*iu.invest ,n.. i,,
*r
n.
e
lot of A J He*, k ami
i(
t..u,vii.
ti ,. *•
■
*.*
.....
by same norm *o-_d gret s
■*i»d nineteen ink- ••
uriin. .Ion
t..
*•»««*■
n
oth
« *..
Ae-l
;
nil

«

the

l<v lire of
however, handle a verv
Skins and Spouse*, (.ought n
to you
Mr-t hand*, we ran -el! tf■<
right.

..

«ni*- •' -.ud stori t«i tin :i gnw a\
».
e i,
-aid highway. souther!, t<- land
Marine
lodge; theme v ^.m-. -«>uth > degrees a,-t.
h> a .ine lour !*• et e:uid.slant and j. tr. *■.
with the southerly side of the Kink
rmiMing.
so-ca.icd. five
-ds ami fourteeu links t.. u
;
.uth
f the -.uthwt st corcorner, four f.
ner of -aid King building: thence south 49
degrees west, t• th* shore and -a t water;
the11ct hy the shore westerly to the bound begun at, containing more
-•r less; and whereas
the condition of said mortgage bus been
broken, m-w therefore, bv r- a-on of the breach
of the condition thereof. I claim a foreclose
ure of said mortgage.
Jasper \V H ask ell.
By bis attorney. F. P. Spofford.
April 9. a. d. 1*96.

or

« rutned-

.*>*

s

Sheep Farm

u

Wc DO

11

store, four.veil feet and threeiuchc*
north 1.
.1st ;.
-t i A
degre*
a
llie

lH*ntl*t’» bu-lness

We DO

state

-,
by taud f ..me.!, of *.*i*l *r ■—«
grees east, oy a line inr*e f«
e^uniis
ami para.it
with m*v.ti.
e i. ■
-..id
store, t*' a stake
ted
:i
!.
;.
of said store; thence north 7* -l.-grt-es east,
ioriy -tn ret f eel •••a *;ak* l«.* atcti s,,um ,.* tJ,
the so
gret s east fr*n
beast
-t
orm
said

name

We DON’T

Water

\ITHKHEAS, Everett H.

sell .•«»'.mi! i^rfumed
oi Handkerchief

or

the

I

Wc DO

KOKE< I.On| KE.

,«

ELLSWORTH

CLOTHING FACTORY
Rear Giles Block,

DON’T do'

we

"

T'

fivof°

*'

l'

/.I.

No person *ha.
.*,:ir
car:
carriage, buggy
’•r'
chicle for the ;i< cunm
l'-'K
without annually ohta.::.:
pub'.i
,-c
from the municipal officer*.
he given without charge.
AHTii
t l.
boa rd.

buck
L»tht

■

;n*
within the -in.it of one mile frboat whart.
Vo or from hall* or parties, f*>r earh
passenger.
l*o or from wharves, with orwithoi.*
baggage, for each passenger.
For each trunk, without passenger.
For each barrel, box or bundle.
BY

THE

Hoi

'*-r4m'

J

l!*

j
j

K.

f

For

a buckboard or carryall dr..
by one horse.
For a 6-passenger buckboa-d. "
two horses.
For a 9-passenger buckboard
two horses,
BY THE DAY.

For
For

one passenger, with one hors*
a 6-passenger
buckboard. w::
two horses.
For a 9-passenger buckboard, w,:h
two horses.
An extra charge allowed for extra :

for

FOR

For

-1

:*•

■

ferriage.
a

WORK'.

pair of horses and

man.

per d.>

Art. 3
No hack, buckboard. carr >-•
fy or vehicle of any description. -h;» .-••U:
near the steamboat v.harf <■;
hotel, store or private house in the
lastine, in such a manner a- t.'
free passage past it of two tea:to load <-r mlonger than i-

.‘f’

necessary

:he

same.
Art. 4.

Any violation of the f« reg
visions will subject the individu.i.

1
gm

:he same to a fine of ten dollar-, t-> be r-red by a suit in the name of the : ai.,.n
1
ill fines thus accruing shall be
;o»n and credited to the highwav fund•
hall be the du
d constables and
;o enforce the provisions of this >niinam^
Art. 5.
This ordinance shall go int cut
May 1. 1895.
George A. Wheeler. j>cJohn P. Shepherd.
CastintJohn W. Perkins.

>

nothing.

CAMPBELL. JOY A

Water >treel,

ELLSWORTH.

Clothiers

our

tTwr

Wecu

e»thw!

Parcher’s
Drug Store.

emieavtirtn

Per ham, Me.
I will

We DO
give

10

bottle of Turner
Willey, and! gave it in half teaapoonful
doses, and it wan not two days before he
began to eat and gain. As he did hia
cheeks became red, and he got fat, and today i*» as healthy a child aa you can find
in a day’s ride, and he took only one hot
in such small doses it
tie. Of course
lasted a long time.
After laying so much
we get a cure for yO cents.
It is truly a
wonderful medicine.

in

coat ua.

same.

on

that

We DON'T
pretend to eel I good,

\M\s

OK TH

I le-irv. through the column- -f Tut X mkki
<\pre-- m\ thank- to mv friend- ami

neigh'-or-,

things

at

■

other

rapidly increasing

LITTLE WILLIE STAPLES.

■

CARPETS!

action of this board.

appropriation

ll!»

cam. to

CARPETS! CARPETS!

this board of trade a most convenient and
neat book for keeping accounts with its
members, therefore.
Hesolred. That this board
recognize
the Kindness of said firm, and extend to
t hem its sincere thanks for t he same, and
mat the secretary notify the firm of the

an

X

rrt i etmtmlfi.

The

ernment had made
the purpose, and

.’4.

nnv ur

L;

ten room-,
city water and

un-

l**.*j, fur the
p. in., April
construction of nn Odd Fellow -' Hull, on the lot
owned l*> Lt-jok Lodge. N>. ■», I o. o. K .it
the corner of Main and South streets, F!lworth, Maine. The right i* ie-erved t<> n e« t

SH"K>

anything had been presented to the board
officially or otherw ise regarding a prop-

\s-«n

The people of

venient barn 61x36; good wells at house and
barnyard, cuts about 12 tons of hay, large
pasture, small fruit, best orchard in hurry
raised 270 bu. of apples in 1*^4 ; also wood
acres.
School ■* mile, church 1 mile.
lot
Two good hotel sites on property, tine view.
Would made a beautiful summer residence
Terms cash. For prices call on or address W.
>. imtt.Nt, Surry. Me.

said

"next
meeting." because he
under
conditions,
present
n.■.
aid be gamed by haste, and
.g
Mr. ."’.••v-r could be given a month in
which to redeem himself, if there were
any redeeming features from his point of
v. w.
Mr.
Rollins added:
"Shortly
after the letter was written, Mr. Stover
was heard from in a warmer clime—North
or South Carolina,
it is possible, if he
should come further north, he might rind
it still warmer."
ho

and more evident to men.

more

He

To CoDTactors and Builders:

are

And others that

Little Willie S tuple., of Per hem.
Aroostook County, Mo.. Brought
from Siokuo.. and saved from Death
end the Flush of Houlth plueod upon
hi. cheek, by Rudolf* Row
Medical Discovery, the King of
Remedies.
I have been married twelve veer. and
have live children; the fourth one,-Willie,
He ha. always
a little boy four year. old.
he
was
born
ever since
been sick
Slid hi. mother was sick all the time .he
carried him. Dr. Conroy doctored her for
liver complaint and dy.pep.ia, and w hen

Th,j

brInBy°wh,bii

rpgular.
no

Some

fRrfctrnl.

S

Jtiveness.

The participants were introduced bv
the president of the club, A K. Austin.
All were heartily received, and the entertainment thoroughly enjoyed.

S

)hem

Plano solo. Mi — Marv F Hopkins
.Mr- K K Hopkins
Reading
ltanjo du<J_Georgia Frazier and Grace l.ord
solo..K. K. Hopkins
1 la
\nioharp duot..Sophv Walker and Grace I -rd
Reading.Miss Mary A. Grcely

...

_

Purf-atS

I ever nsed,'1 writes one
ladv illr,„
Hood’s Pills. “They are so

CO.,

opp. Whiting Bros.’

Jllantrt.
F\rs-Smart, reliable men tc* solicit
an extensive variety of ha d
Also a few energetic w.
eh
Tor shrubs, roses. Ac
T. Cannon
\ugu-ta. Me.

Vi. order-for

Nuraerj Block

NOTICE.
I..-i uioiii*- Grange >b»re *
1 ?oid «-ut their entire ft«»rk ..i
'1«--r-. King »v Hutching-. A. per--1'
ut-.
laveanyldll- again-t -aid Gran--•any, can call upon X. B. Coolidge, treasurer
i a
t -aid company f.irthe -aim-.
i
lue the Grange >t*rc Co will !
*•
•aid treasurer; we have given .-aid ^
.1
power j
dge, trea-un-r of -aid company, fud -md
*•
»a\ and oiler1 all bills for <-r aiain-l
X. B. Yorso,
iuy.
i
.1.11 Cool, ii
<
Directors ..f said I.amoine Grange -t uv m
lutmuinc. April i», 1895.
I

**

111

jl
|

*

I

building inspector.

requests your honorable
j respectfully
board to accept his resignation.

Horse Notes of Local Interest.
W. Ellis, of Ellsworth, was in
Bangor Thursday. Mr. Ellis has bred
his fast mare, Lily Mac, by Electioneer, to
the fast son of Nelson, Selim. His horHe
Bonny is being got into condition for
A.

J. H. Higgins.

FATHERS FIX LIMITS AND

CITY

APPOINT THE MAN.
TAX

COLLECTOR

111001X8

RESIGNS

Pure

WILL NoT ACCEPT ADDED RESPON-

Blood

The hoard of aldermen held a special
meeting Saturday afternoon. The meeting was called primarily to appoint an
inspector of buildings, as provided by
the new law, and to fix the limits of the
districts to be under his jurisdiction.
But more important, perhaps, though not

SIBILITIES
PAY

WITHOUT

OTHER CITY

INCREASED
BUSINESS.

Ellsworth, April 6, 1895.
On motion of Aid. Maddocks, the resignation was accepted.
The meeting then adjourned.

the

early races.
Fred Osgood, the superintendent of the
Black farm at Ellsworth, owns a nice lbhand bay horse with star, spot on nose,

The American prints more vital statistics births, marriages and deaths
than all the other papers printed in the
county combined, and most of them it
prints from one to two weeks ahead of its

white ankles behind. He calls
him Philip, and he made a record of 2.36
last season.
He was foaled in 1890, by
Nelson’s Wilkes; dam by Hainbletonian
and
it is thought no trick to
Knox, 2.28,
beat 2.30 with him this year —Bangor
Commercial.

and two

contemporaries.

For it is the basis of health.
Kot only is the origin of most
diseases impure blood, but
the first step to a cure in all
is to purify the blood. This
be most

can

and

oughly

quickly,

gently

thor-

effected

By
Using

The American last week.
The first matter to be decided was the
limits of the district to come under the
jurisdiction of the inspector of buildings.
After discussion the limits, which were to
include all thickly-settled portions of the

of that

preparation

the best

greatest natural blood purifier and
At this

tonic—Sarsaparilla.

of the year
health
can most
especially,
and rebe
obtained
surely
season

tained

by

of the

one

vents

disease
it.

cures

a

thorough
remedy that

course

pre-

well

as

entirely unexpected, was the resignation
of Josiah H. Higgins as tax collector.
The meeting was called to order at 2
o’clock. Present, Mayor Dutton, Aidermen Eppes, Whiting, Carlisle and Maddocks, Clerk Wyman.
After the reading and
approval of
minutes, the matter of inspector of
buildings was at once taken up. The lawcreating this new office was printed in

as

Beale avenue, to Main street, up Main
street to a private way near T. O. Tracy’s
place, thence follow ing the private way
to Union street, to Bay View street, to
Bireh avenue, to Oak street, to State
street, to Waltham road, up Waltham
road to Ivory Brown place, thence due
west to river, thence following the river
to Bangor bridge, thence north to old
Bangor road, thence following old Banto

Knolrutuirt

Fd.H

street, to Main street or Surry road,
Laurel street, to South street,
to Main street, to point of beginning at
the post-office, including in the limits all
buildings on each side of the streets named
Cross

thence to

within the boundary of the same; and
in addition thereto the inspector of
buildings be authorized to inspect all
buildings that are within 200 feet of

or

building

another

Sarsaparilla,

to another

Shippers
Hancock County

Ship Brokerage*
business, and making the

a

specialty,

desire to solicit orders for anything In this
line.
Our facilities for handling this business
are kirst class in every way, being connected

by

Long-Distance Telephone

our

think will enable

us to

past experience,

we

handle your orders

successfully.
If you want a VESSEL or FREIGHT,
INSl'KANCE of any kind, please
give us a call, and we will do our best to
or

please you.

<'orrcspomlcm-t; solicited.

GRANT & CUSHMAN.

Wall

Paper.
Straw Matting*,
Window Shades,

Furniture.

Paints,
Oils.

We cirri ths Larpl Assortment
-OF-

SHADES
IN' THE CITY.

ladder boys were required to do
work as the hose boys, and
there was no reason why there should be
a distinction in the matter of salaries.
Chief Doyle said further that there was
The
a misunderstanding in the matter.

just

as

much

the hook ami ladder members did
not receive more last year was because
the company was organized in the middle
of the year, and served only one-half a
year. It was understood at that time
that they would receive flO the following
reason

year.
men,

(ho olHor.

--^

why the members

foal,

the hook and
not receive ax

The board will meet next Thursday tc
report of the committee.
Tax Collector Josiuh H. Higgins presented the following communication:
hear the

To the Hon. Hoard of the Mayor and Aldermen of the ('ity of Ellsworth :
The subscriber, considering the compensation of collector of taxes for the
1895, as fixed by your honorable
year
board, us barely sufficient to afford a
living to the collector, and, whereas, tin
legislature of Maine, on March 6, 1895.
materially changed the law in regard tc
non-resident taxes, thereby increasing
the responsibility and labors of the collector, now therefore, if your honorable
board still holds to its intention ami insists on having the taxes of 1895 collected
as per vote of this board passed March 11
the subscriber begs leave to decline t«
serve as collector for the year 1895, and

nore

than r.."0.(100 boiea.

an un-

C H.

EMERyT
DEALER

he found but few good mares, a prime
necessity in making a reputation for any
horse.
Yet to-day the impress of the
horse is seen and felt on all hands by the
horsemen of Hancock county.
Almost
without exception, the get of Hambletonian Knox are nice gentlemen’s horses
and good sellers, and a long list of those
of his get which have brought prices
fromfbOOto $1,000 might he named. He
promises, however, to shine brightest in
the records as a brood mare sire, where as
at present indicated, he will take high
rank in the years to come.— Turf, Farm

IN

Farm Projerty. TiiarW,
AND

HEAL ESTATE
KINDS

AU

OF

and Home.

AND

DESCRIPTION.

manner.

and

|i

a

8100 Reward, 8100.
The reader of this paper will he pleased to
learn that there Is at least one dreaded disease
tliat science has been able to cure in all Its
stages, and that Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure known to the medical
Catarrh
being a constitutional
fraternity.
disease, requires a constitutional treatment.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally, acting
directly on the blood and mucous surfaces or
the system, thereby destroying the foundation
of the disease, and giving the patient strength
by building up I he constitution and assisting
nature In doing its work. The proprietors have
that
so much faith in its curative powers,
offer one Hundred Dollars for any case that ft
fails to cure. Send for list of testimonials.
K. .!. CHKNEY & CO Toledo, O.
Address,
8#* So Id by Druggists, 75c.

OFFICE,

Block, Ellsworth.
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Feeling

dangerous symptom.

“ I have been
taking Hood's Saras
parilla for six months. Before I began
taking it I had that tired feeling- when
I got np in the morning, also a terrible

It means
a lack of vitality in the blood—a decrease of the red corpuscles upon which
the strength and richness of the blood
One Bottle Convinced— Farther
depends. It comes especially in the
Use Cured
Spring because the system has been
subject to unusual demands during the
colil weather. The wasted vigor must Hip Messes, Sciatic Rheumatism,
be re-supplied.
That tired feeling
That Tired Feeling.
must be overcome, or else the ap“ I read that one bottle of Hood'f
hot
weather
will
have
most
proaching
serious effects. The best
Sarsaparilla would convince me of its
and I have found this true.
merits,
Medicine
Spring
Some two years ago two ulcers
Is Ilood's Sarsaparilla, because it cures
after being
That Tired Feeling by purifying, en- appeared on uiy hip, which,
sore a long time, broke and discharged.
riching and vitalizing the blood, giv- I also was attacked with sciatic rheuing it power to carry health to every matism. my leg being drawn so that 1
It “ makes the could hardly get around the house. ]
organ of the body.
v. eaK strong," not by stimulating, but hardly knew what a good night's re-l
by actually giving strength, by build- I was. The hip trouble caused me gri I
ing up the wash'd energies, restoring trouble and annoyance, and eczema
a

Hood’s Has Merit

—

Kl>.

BCTLER—At West Franklin, April 1. Marcia,
infant daughter of Hiram and Abble Butler,
aged 7 months, 22 days.
KELLS —At Brooksvllle, April 2, Mrs. Lizzie
M. Kells, aged 41 years.
EMERSON —At Deer Isle, April 4, William
Emerson, aged 4 days.
FKRNALD—At South Gouldsboro, April 4,
Walter A. Fernald, aged 2 years, 5 mouths,
16 days.
March 22, Miss
At Brooksvllle,
HENRY
Sophia Henry, aged 74 years 9 months, 11

headache and my blood was very Impure. Since I have been taking Hood's
Sarsaparilla all that tired feeling is
gone, also the headache, and my blood
is pure again.” William Gauds**,
10 Tower St., Fall River, Mass.

Makes the Weak Strong.
a tired and drowsy feeling

I had

“

and my nerves were in a bad condition and appetite was poor, so I concluded I would take Hood’s SarsapaAfter I had taken the second
rilla.
bottle I began to feel much better and
1 recommend Hood's to all." Elm**
J. Woolley, Jamcsburg, New Jcratfh

—

appetite and assisting the stomach
and digestive organs in their imporThe importance of attant functions.
tending to this matter of health now
the

days.

MOORE—At Ellsworth, April .r>, Leamon K.
Moore, aged 20 years, 10 months.
ROBERTSON —At West Sullivan, April 3, John
Kotiertson, aged 43 years.
SWAN—At Seattle, Wash., April 4, of pneumonia. Clarenda, widow of Samuel Swan,
formerly of Franklin, aged 71 years.
WEDGE—At Cranberry Isles, April 6, Charles
S. Wedge, aged 6 months.

assisted
churches.

has

very acceptably pastors and
He is regarded as a good preacher, a tine
singer and a wise leader. At the time of
his resignation to enter upon the line of
work in which he is now engaged the
Watchman, of Boston, said:
in Spencer and Somerwell as that in Lewiston,
fitness for this
his
eminent
proved
special form of work. He will be both
a safe
and strong leader among the
churches which may secure his services.”

Hood’s

article in the Christian Secretary

Stone, I). I)., of Hartford, on Mr. Wyman’s work in that place, includes the
following:

!

report

a

Pickaway,

West

Virginia.

Sarsaparilla is sold by all
druggists. $1; six for $5. Prepared
by C. I. Ilood & Co.. Lowell. Mass.
lies si's

Sarsaparilla
■

—

NoHr*-*.

Bread 'Vinner”

Tapley'*

outwears

gray or
prematurely
to prevent the look of
a are, ami Buckingham’s Dye excels all others
In coloring brown or black.

S1*111X<1

ON

trips”

pkr

Hancock

Admission,

April

Friday, April

cents.

oftice In Portland for tin.
purpose of dealing In bonds and securities, such as are legal investments for Savings
Banks and Trusts, and have now on hand some

I

|

have

opened

Boston.

a

good

1

interest, to which I would call the attention of all wanting investments. Prices and
description of securities will he sent on application
My arrangements are such that 1 am at

:

all times able to furnish any particular security
that may he desired. Correspondence solicited.
All hu-inc-s strictly confidential•

,-ate ot

12

B.

H.
,

1

BONDS

SAUNDERS,

AND

Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays at

S a. m.

L. s .1 MoRsE, Agent, Bar Harbor.
CALVIN A l’>TI N, Gen’l Supt., Boston.
WIN I \ M 11 HILL.
President and General Manager, Boston.

I)rr 4 I V

| ;\ 1

IIncl
back

to
a

be pushed
“half hour

I TTKn S

il
quarter of an
t * * 1
hour in the after
noon”
to make it a
V
111
■*
o
I "
"watch seldom ekailed hut never excelled.”
My sto -k of watches have the Waltham
movoinei t. and eotisequently need
such opci ation.

Ii

W

t

T|

♦lewelry

*stop

Street,
MAINE.

gi

J

}

M. A

M. P.M.

on

signal or notice to Conductor.
permitting ferry passage.

Tickets for All Points South and West
sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket office,
Ellsworth, C. F. GREENE, Agent.
PAYSON TUCKER,
Vice Pres, and Gen’l Manager.
I’ K. BOOTH BY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Ag’t.
April 1, 1895.

J
V

on

6
^

to-

AMERICAN HOUSE,

1. F. ROBINSON

ELLSWORTH, ME.,

ELLSWORTH.

The American:

P3

These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Boston and St. John.
Passengers are requested to procure ticket*
before entering the train, and especially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.

and

silverware,

f.

: Weather

WILLIAM WEEKS, Proprietor.

SECURITIES,

51 l-j Exchange

PORTLAND,

A

From Rockland, touching at intermediate
landings, Wednesdays and Saturdays at (about
fia. m or upon arrival of steamer from Boston.
From Sorrento, Mondays and Thursdays at

4

To BANGOR.

BANGOR.
6 30 7 00. 7 00
Bangor, Ex. St.j.
Penobscot Junction.
6 42 7 25 7 13
Holden.
7 05 8 0o 7 35
Egerv’s Mill. t" 08if8 05!f7 38
Lake Hou-e.
+7 12 +8 15 f7 42
Green Lake. +7 22 8 35 f7 52
Branch Pond. +7 32'tS 50 |8 01
Ellsworth Falls.
7 45 9 15,8 15
ELLSWORTH.
7 50 9 30 8 20
8 04 9 551 8 34
Franklin Road.
Hancock., 8 12 10 10 8 42
Mt. Desert Ferry.
8 20 10 25 8 50
Sullivan..
8 40 11 15
Sorrento.
9 10,11 50.
BAR HARBOR., 945 12 25,$9 30

m.

[ _\ I

HARBOR

”

RETIKNISG
From
p.

an

! particularly good securities that pay

19

Stereopticon lecture
by Rev. D. 1.. Vale ut Congregational vestry, at 7.30 o’clock. Subject: “The Holy
City.” Repeated by request. Admission,

to

.■

HI i
3rt
BAR HARBOR.
x.rrento. 4 00
Sullivan. 4 30
10 50 12 45 5 0o
Mt. Desert Ferry..
Hancock.'. M0 58, 1 00 510
Franklin Road. Ml or. 1 15 5 20
11 20 1 40 5 35
ELLSWORTH.
Ellsworth Falls. Ml 25 1 50 t5 4"
Branch Bond. Ml 37>2 10 f5 53
Green Lake. Ml 45 t2 30 6 02
Lake House.>11 53 f» 45 fG 10
Egerv*s Mills. M1 50 t» 50 f6 14
Holden. Ml 50 3 00 6 17
12 17 3 35 f6 36
Penobscot Junction.
Bangor. Ex. St..
BANGOR, M. C. 12 30 3 55 6 50
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

( •niincncing Thursday. April 4, 1
steamer
"MT. DEsERT," dipt.* W. C. Sawtelle, will
leave Bar Harbor (weather permitting on Mon
days and Thursdays at 10 a. in., touching at
Southwest Harbor’, swan’s Island and Green’s
Landing, and connecting Jit Rocklann with
steamer for Boston.
For Sorrento, Wednesdays and Saturdays.

Safe Investments.

15

Concert and
ball
under the management of the Village
improvement society, at Hancock hall.

Week

■

Time Table—March .‘51, 1895.

BAR

r

8,

steamer .11' 1.1 E'l l’K, ( apt. <* A. Crockett,
will leave Kllsworlh ev« .y Monday and Thurs
day at ha. m (stage from Male’s stable), Surry
at h.45, for Bluehill, Brooklin, Sedgwick, Deer
Isle. Sargentville, Castinc, arriving in Rock
lam! in season to connect with boats for Bo-ton
direct.
RETCRNINO.
Will leave Rockland every Wednesday ami
Saturday at h a. in., or on arrival ol Bo-ton
boats, for all above points, arriving h Ellsworth at about h p. m.
Through tickets to all points west sold on
hoard and baggage cheeked through.
o. A. CROCKETT, Manager.
"
II Dili INS, Agent.
(,

King’s Daughters’ j

hall.

Loral

wi:i:k.

AND AFTER APRIL

1

at

a

■

Maine Central Railroad.

A UK A NO KMl'NT.

Trips

—

_■

Sprint; Arrangement.
two

Coming Kvents.

1

—

Steamship Company.
Two

of the

Monday, April 15—Concert and ball of
City hose company No. 2, at Hancock
hall.

■

BOSTON AND BANCOR

all other

Whiskers that are
faded should he colored

Rev. Geo. M. Howe,

by

II •*<*•«

shoes.

Pine Street Congregational
church of Lewiston, of meetings held
some years ago by
Mr. Jackson, it was
said: “Mr. Wyman possesses a voice
which he uses with admirable taste.
There are few clergymen in the State
who possess a voice of such
rare
purity and power.” And with special
reference
to
one
hymn Mr. Howe
said: “Just before beginning his evening sermon, Mr. Jackson requested Rev.
Mr. Wyman to sing ‘The Ninety and
Nine,’ which he did with fine effect. One
rarely hears this old favorite sung more
satisfactorily than it has been by Mr.
Wyman during these meetings.”
These are only a few of the many strong
words of commendation that have hern
written in regard to Mr. Wyman’s work.

25

Sar-

The Blood Purifier and True Nerve Tonic.
—-

__._

It II <» i

“In listening to Bro. Wyman, one is
tirst impressed with his evident sincerity
and clear views of Christian truth.
He
presents truth in a way to produce conas
the
results
of
serviction,
nearly every
vice here proved.
His work is characterized rather by the absence of methods,
than by any prevalence of them.
Without set arrangements he appears to follow
the dictates of sanctitied common sense
in the manner of leading souls to express
their interest in Christ. It has seemed to
the writer, in observing Bro. Wyman’s
work, that in the best sense lie is led by
the Spirit of God.”

fair

using Hood's

have not had any of that
trouble since.” Mks. II. 11. Ki .vota,

ns

have

pastor

I commenced

saparilla and

pastorates

“His

ville, Mass.,

In

my
elas.

Sarsaparilla to purify your blood you without trouble. I have no symptoms
The facts all of rheumatism; that tired feeling has
are not experimenting.
me.
My neighbors say I
prove absolutely that in Hood's Sar- entirely left
1
saparilla you have a medicine tried look better than for many years.
and true. It has cured thousands of do earnestly recommend Hood's SarDo saparilla to all sufferers, especially
others and it will do you good.
blood."
not be induced to buy
any other. those afflicted with impure
Insist upon Hood's and only
[ Mits. A. S. Bowen, Cline, Arkansas.

iston.

An

•

scrofula ar salt ibecat ww Ahb

At
before I would get any better.
Hood's Sar- hist I decided to take one bottle of When we had taken one bottle and a
saparilla will make a vast improve- Hood’s Sarsaparilla. In three weeks half each, we were cured. My mother
It will thor- my rheumatism entirely disappeared used to be troubled with headache and
ment in your feelings.
and 1 found that
pains, but took Hood’s Pills and waa
oughly renovate your system and fit
I Was on the Gain.
and
of
the
duties
cured.” James Scanlon, 51 Uoxford
for
pleasures
you
This was very encouraging, and I found St., Norwich, New York.
the spring and summer.
that I could sleep well ut uigiit.
My
The Wonderful Cures
Hood’s and Only Hood’s.
health steadily improved, and, of course
of scrofula, salt rheum, eczema and I continued taking Hood's Sarsaparilla.
“I took Hood’s Sarsaparilla fora
other diseases which have been accom- My hip has been restored to good con- tired, worn out feeling, and it has
the sores have stopped dischargthe best medicine that I have
plished by Hood's Sarsaparilla have dition,
and healed up. I am able for the proved
ing
field
in
the
taken.
1 Inal a breaking out on
ever
given it the leading place
own
do
first time in three years to
my
When you take Hood's housework, and can walk two miles
of medicine.
face which I thought was erysip-

a series
of special meetings in Ellsworth, is said
He is a
to be well-equipped for work.
graduate of Coburn classical institute,
Colby university and Newton theological
institution. For two years he was settled as pastor in Spencer, Mass., for nine
years at West Somerville, Mass., while
for two years and a half he was in Lew-

Since the fall of 1893 he

My brorLg aai styneK ban* At
9
We took Hood’t Sare^^
were born.
rilla and commenced to get better.

appear’d on my hands. Naturally I
began to run down, was weak and low
spirited. The physician told me my
hip would have to be operated upon

cannot be overestimated.

Rev. Drew T. Wyman.
Mr. Wyman, who is to conduct

Friday,

Annn*1

in

other
When E. H. Greely, of Ellsworth, bought
and stood Ham blet on inn Knox, 2.28, by
Gilbreth Knox, 2.28 3-4, dam by Gideon,
second dam the Gifford mare by Old Drew,

That Tired

At
West Sullivan,
KINCAID—GORDON
April f>, bv Rev. E. E. Morse, Miss Jennie
Kincaid, of Columbia, to John It. Gordon, of
West Sullivan.
McDONIEL —EATON—At Somerville. Mass..
A pill 3.
by London w. Sowle. esq., miss
Carrie K McDoniel. of Somerville, t<* Harry
I.. Eaton, of Itueksport.
Winter Harbor,
M Y KICK —HICK KOKH —At
K. Kami, esq.. Miss Bertha
Mareli 27, by
A. Myrlek to Edward I). Bickford, both of
Winter Harbor.
STANLEY—rilll’IMN At Islesford, March
3D, by Rev. Charles K. Harwood. Miss Inez. M.
Stanley to Fred W. I’hippin, both of Islesforti.

cents.

Be: -ham's pills lor c >nstipation to,- ami 25*. Get the
book at your druggist’s and
go by it.

recently

a

ns a breeding centre to
extent that Kennebec and some
of her sister counties have been.

same

Hiimtianncnta.

MARRIKO.

Wednesday, May

'iltiijrrtiannrnta.

mare

Bar Harbor, lost

Hancock county has not, in years past,

GARLAND—MOSLEY—At Ellsworth, April 3,
by Rev. Edward A. Mason, Miss Addle Garland to Harry II. Mosley, both of Ellsworth.

I>l

brood

of

She was about due to
box stall liberally littered with
straw was prepared for her in the basement of the stable.
In a short time
smoke was seen issuing from her stall, and
the straw was found to be all ablaze. An
alarm was given and no further damage
was done except to destroy the mare,
whose legs were found to be literally
burned to a crisp. It is supposed that
there must have been a match in the
straw
which she ignited by stepping
on it.
usual

Mrs. Silas E. Qulmby, a daughter.
TORREY—At Deer Isle, April 0, to Mr. and
Mrs. Steadman Torrey, a daughter.
TROTT—At Deer Isle, March 30, to Mr. and
Mrs. John Trott, a daughter.

of

ladder company should
much as the hose members, were that,
from the nature of their duties, they were
not liable to ruin their clothes, that a
majority of the members were younger
men, ami that “we got along without
a hook and ladder company before, and
The truck is there
we can do it again.
for the citizens to haul out if necessary.’
No action was taken on the matter.
In relation to Hoad Contractor Holmes
and
city arbitration, the clerk reported that Mr. Somes, the member ol
the committee
appointed by Justice
Peters, had been notified, and had communicated with the board to that effect.
Aid. Eppes suggested that before going
further in the matter, a committee should
be appointed to consult Mr. Holmes in
relation to a settlement of his account,
and made a motion to that effect, the
mayor to be one of that committee,
The committee appointed is as follows:
Mayor Dutton, Aid. Eppes and Carlisle.

ILrgal Nature.
Till:ASTKHU’S NOTH K.
persons holding orders drawn on the
treasurer of the town of Tremont, Me.,
are notified ami
requested to present the
same for payment on or before May I, 1895, as
interest at »» per centum will cease on that
date.
Persons holding orders wishing to retain
them at 4 per centum, can do so by presenting
them to the treasurer on or before May 1, 1895.
Dated at Tremont, March 24, 1895.
John T. R. Freeman,
Treasurer of Tremont, Me.

AI.I.

The mayor cast the

before the board to ask advice as to what
he should do to organize a new hook and
He said he did not beladder company.
lieve he could organize a company if tht
members were to receive only |6 salary
while the members of the hose companies
received |20. It was not the amount ol
money, but the fact that the hose company was receiving so much more, that
The hook and
caused the complaints.
ladder company did not call it meannesa
on the part of the city officers, but called
it injustice. The chief engineer said the

ti.

25c.

one.

deciding vote for Mr. Hurley.
Chief Engineer John E. Doyle appeared

hook and

nearly all the prominent shippers In
Maine, east of the Penobscot river, and
having direct wires (telephone and tel
egraph) from our office to Poston and New
with

York; this, with

on

William Brown

general

valuable

(Josephine D.j

persons within the

protection of farm property.
The salary of the inspector, after some
discussion, was fixed at |50 per annum.
The board then proceeded to the election
On the
of an inspector of buildings.
first ballot Jeremiah Hurley received two
votes, Capt. Samuel L. Lord one, and

The undersigned having opened an office
in K1Uworth In connection with their Insurance business, for the transaction of a

ARCHER—At Aurora, April 5,
Arthur L. Archer, a daughter.
BROWN —At Tremont, April «, to Mr. and Mrs.
Sylvester B. Brown, a daughter.
CLARK—At Castine, March 30, to Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph T. Clark, a daughter.
CLARK —At Easturook, April 3, to Mr. and
Mrs. R. W. Clark, a daughter.
COUSINS—At Itucksport, March ‘25, to Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene M. Cousins, a son.
EMERSON—At Deer Isle, March 31, to Mr. and
Mrs. William Emerson, a son.
GRAY—At Penobscot, March 25, to Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Gray, a son.
GRAVES—At Waltham, April 2, to Mr. and
Mrs. Frank .J. Graves, a son.
HARDING-At Tremont, March 30, to Mr. and
Mrs. William II. Harding, a son.
HINCKLEY—At BhiehlU, April 2, to Mr. and
Mrs. William N. Hinckley, a daughter.
JOHNSON—At Surry, March 25, to Mr. and
Mrs. Everett M. Johnson, a son.
KKNNISON-At Bluehlll, April 3, to Mr. and
Mrs. Ilerl»ert Kennison, a son.
MCDONALD—At Ellsworth, April 8, to Mr.
and Mrs. J. II. McDonald, a (laughter.—

buildings belonging

was added as an amendmotion of Aid. Maddocks, the
intention of which was to provide for the

AND VICINITY.

Granite Business

or

The last clause

ment

of

Granite

or

person

city limits.

TO THE

George Wescott,

to Mr. and Mrs.

MASON —At Ellsworth, April 0, to Rev. and
city, were fixed as follows:
Mrs. Edward A Mason, a daughter.— ( Ruth. |
Beginning at the post-oflice, thence PHILLIPS—At Deer Isle. April 5, to Mr. and
to
Card’s
Water
street
brook,
Mrs. William Phillips, a daughter.
following
along the line of the brook to High street, 0171M BY—At Itucksport, March 27, to Mr. and

(n

DANA’S

BORN.

SMjrrtisrmrntg.

been recognized
the

j

Centrally located; within easy reach of the
station and the business part of the town.
*2.00 per day. Special rates to regular
boarders.

KITTKKV

<

FoxcroftN Treasurer Borrowed Money
in the Town’s Name.
When Blias J. Halt judge of probate of
Piscataquis county, ami treasurer of tin
committed suicide
town c*f Foxcroft,
March 2s. his neighbors and friends all
over th*' State were shocked and grieved
at the loss of so respected a citizen. The
cause of suicide was assigned ns dread of

Winnowing-, of News.
Novelty and Nonsense.
"'•! ia\
(i* >t roved the
hou-e ol
Dutlae. «t Fairfield, with nn-

]-‘
J,
l

teir
Ti..

oss

fr.

in

,a

1

buildings of Joseph Broun
Thursday night. Nint

*t, burr.cd

at M

•-

no

..

two horses

burned.

were

ported that th granite company
;!'. North Jay, is comtemplat

old age. In the few days following his
death the town was thrown into a state
of excitement bordering on panic by the
discovery that Judge Hale was a defaulter
to an amount now estimated at about

,ned

in:;
n;
i.si ;i

works in Moulton,
reel ion of
favorable terms can be made for
g the granite.

Tie joke intended to have been played
a

on

m

wly-wedded couple

f135,000.

Cundy's

at

Hale has been connected for years
the town affairs, and no man has ever
He was regarded by
been more trusted.
everybody as one for whom it was imMr.

Harbor. last week, by placing rock salt in
a ?
.was not appreciated by the officiating !< rgyman of Brunswick, who passed

in

night among the pieces of salt.
A Frenchman who reached Augusta
Friday morning had a family consisting
of his wife and ten small children, aged
from a few months up to about ten years.
Hr got them all off the train in safety,
loaded them into an express wagon, and
started contentedly for his destination
with his little brood.

possible to do wrong. Anyone saying a
\ against him would have been liable
wi

tho

been run out of town. He had
town treasurer for thirty years.
His method of stealing had been to
hire money from the people, presumably
for town affairs and use. He would gi%o
a note and, in his returns to the town,
would give credit for just as much as
to have
been

legally used for town purposes.
People regarded it as a sure investment,
and. being exempt from taxation, a great
the
many were willing to loan. Theex judge
one
his persuasive manner, tell
any would, in
was

The advertising of »old schoolhouses,
which will be sold to make way for new
and better buildings, is a feature of the
rural

news

in Maine

this

spring.

If

dollars, paid for
such structure, a week or two ago. is
criterion of their value, it would seem to
have been time for the new era of building
that has come with town control of school
property.—Lew;ston Journal.

price, twenty-six

the matter, for
not to mention
thus they would escape taxation. With
Yankee thrift each man kept his secret
jealously. Many of the creditors are able
to stand their losses, if losses the sums
loaned are td be. But very.manyjof the
smaller creditors are widows or farmers
who have invested all their scanty savings in t bese town notes. These are the
people w ho are clamoring loudest.
No where in Maine, or indeed in the
them

Farmingdale has abandoned the displan of reward for prompt payment

count

of taxes, and proposes instead, to mulct
delinquents at the rate of twelve per cent,
per annum after a certain date. Farmingdale is in such excellent financial condition t hat it can afford to try experiment. Other Maine towns will watch
the scheme with much interest. There
seem« to be a general impression that it
won’t work.
■nrvciftf

hole country, have the town affairs been
so
carelessly. It is difficult to conceive how such a stupendous amount
could he concealed, ami year after year,
hoard after board, auditor after auditor,
presented their sworn statements that his
w

run

Journal compliments the

The Boston

mnnAP’pmpnt

of the

Maine (Vn-

“It is the exception
that proves the rule, we are told, and so
accident on the Maine Central
this
should call attention to the high standard of safety that has prevailed on that
road since Payson Tucker became its genFew roads1 have had the
eral manager.
same surprisingly small number of fatal
accidents, especially to passengers, as the
Maine Central.”
tral in

this

manner:

I't-vn

iihu

nmium"

m

<

>•
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horoughly examined. \V hen Judge Hale
found he would have to give up his book,
March voted to cancel
as the tow n last
the entire debt, amidst grt-at jubiliation,
he realized that escape was impossible,
and shot himself.
The suicide itself was singular. On the
day of his suicide the judge came from
his house after dinner as usual. At about
t

p. m. he told
get Undertaker
"Tell him I’ll be
the judge. The
it was a matter

2

People are beginning to speak of this as
backward spring; but April 2,1887, gave
■s the worst snow storm of the season,
with a temperature of 15 deg. below zero,
and a heavy snow storm April 7 and 8 of
last year blocked the roads in southeastern Maine. On the other hand, in
1892, April 3d’s record is a temperature of
60 deg. above at 6.30 p. m., w hile April 8,
1893, brought a thunder shower that destroyed one or two sets of buildings in
Maine.
a

his

office-boy

to go and

George G. Downing.
ready for him," directed
boy, of course, thought
of business and started

out.

The judge gave him some letters, one
to his wife, telling him to mail them as
he went along. Then the judge returned
to his office, locked the door, removed
hat, coat and waistcoat, sat down in a
chair and fired a bullet into his mouth.
The boy came back with tne undertaker,
unlocked the door, and there sat limply
in his chair the suicide, feebly clearing
with his fingers the clotted blood from
his mouth. He died at about 4 p. m.
without recognizing any one.
The fearful load that the judge was

The salmon trout which F. H. Francis
has in an aquarium in his Belfast shoe
store is a wonderful fish, if all the stories
told about him are true. He is estimated
to be five years old, and weighs four and
one-half pounds. He is quite tame, will
eat out of your hand, and will permit you
to handle him, although if you attempt
to take him out of the water he objects
to it; he will come when he is called, and
likes to be handled.
He answers to the
name of “Scamp.”

mind did not appear to
He was
always genial
and courteous, and only a few days before
a local enterend
at
his tragic
appeared
tainment and recited a humorous selection.

carrying
depress

A Chicago drummer has been in Nobleboro trying to start a butter factory and
sell them some improved apparatus for
$4,000. The Pemaquid Mennenger remarks
“When
Nobleboro
very pertinently:
farmers get ready to start a butter making establishment they will not be likely
to send to Chicago for a man to tell them
how to do it. or to go out of the State to
buy machinery.” Between the Menaenger
and Secretary McKeen, of the State board
of agriculture, these Chicago drummers
seem to have a hard time.

on

his

him.

The Harvard Football Situation.
The athletic committee of Harvard

college, recognizing

that

there

is

some

merit iu the game of football, at the same
time acknowledging that at present there
are many
evils connected with it, has
asked that the game be allowed to remain
for another year in list of inter-collegiate
sports, feeling sure that under proper regulations it is a game that can be played

by gentlemen in a gentlemanly manner.
Such being the case, it only remains for
the corporation of Harvard University to
declare whether it is willing or not to

woodchuck, the pet of an Auburn
family, has come out of winter quarters,
and is amusing the family with the old
tricks in which he is as proficient as beLast fall the woodfore hibernating.
chuck, which had been taught to beg
A

committee of its own creation.
If the corporation should allow this
to
continue, a great advance will
game
have been made in the method of dealing
with all athletic questions, for the responsibility of correcting the evils of
inter-collegiate contests will then rest
not in the hands of the undergraduates
or graduate experts, but with those who
trust

a

anything, began to put
of his time sitting and begging, nhon Id f unri hth in Hiithnrilv
and newspapers and pieces of cloth
The other colleges can then no longer
seemed to bejw hat he wanted. He would shirk the responsibility, but must act in
take them and make off, and then coine accord, or else acknowledge that they do
not care to interfere in matters which may
back and
beg for more. It was dis- | or may not be productive of harm,
The effect upon the competing players
covered that he was building and lining
will quickly be seen. It will no longer be
a hole in the ground under the piazza.
the umpire to whom they are solely reWhen the first snow storm of the season
for ungentlernanly conduct, for
sponsible
eame on, Mr. Woodchuck turned up missthey will know that directly or indirectly
ing, and investigation showed that he had they must answer to other authorities,
who will insist upon proper methods and
gone into his hole and pulled the hole in
conduct.
after him, so to speak. That was the last upright
New playing rules may be necessary,
seen
of him
until Friday, when the but the key-note of the whole foot ball
woodchuck came into the house looking situation to-day lies primarily in the
action of the authorities at Harvard, for
a little lank, hut as tame as ever.
there
upon the result
depends the
question as to who in the future is going
to assume the responsibility of correcting
Stoijrrtisnnmts.
the evils of inter-collegiate contests.
rndergraduates and experts have sufficiently proved their incompetence. It
only remains to be seen whether men of
I
maturer judgment, who are uninfluenced
by petty college politics, can successfully
deal with this problem.
If they cannot,
then not only football, but also every
oth-r inter-collegiate sport, should be
(
abolished. Harper's Weekly.
when

he wanted

in all

1

\
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FIRST

PRIZE.

j fo

Deer Law.
The law in relation to the killing of
deer, caribou and moose has been amended to read as follows:
The New

For

?

1

(

WE

DOUBLE

IT.

1 first

>

miums

No person shall take, kill, destroy or have in
1- ’-session between the first days of October
ami January more than one bull moose, one
caribou and two deer, under a penalty o' not
ic-- than one hundred nor more than three hundred dollars and thirty days’ imprisoumr nt for
e\ cry bull
moose or parts thereof, anc forty
dollar-’ fine and thirty days’ imprisoni ,»-nt for
each caribou or deer so taken, killed o destroyed

We will pay

in

possession, In

excess

of -aid

umber.

Whoever

has in possession, except alive,
than the aforesaid numbe" of bull moo?e,
'•aribou <>r deer, or parts 'hereof, shall he
■b med to have killed ordestn yed them in viu...li’Ui of law. Ilut nothing in this section shall
on-vent any marketinan or i rovisi«..n dealer,
ing an established place of business in this
state, from purchasing and h tving in posses-i
af hi- said place of busin .*ss, not
exceeding
more

>»

r
THIS

[

OCFEf*

COPY ?t IQH TE 0.

••u
Full particulars <>f this <>tf.
A>k f«T our 1 s;illustrated rata
free. Ueplete with news a>*out M>ve
nf
%
varieties
flower and
-.tah'.
) hard
•v
hi* in .*t
approved agricultural and
oiir.i
implements, and partit u
>
Ktcrytliinjr for farm, harden

;
(
?

*•

Joseph

Breck &

BOSTON

Sons,

MASS.

*'

bull moose,

■

one

caribou and three

deer

'cwfull, killed or destroyed, or any part thereof,
at ue time, and selling the same at retail in
n

season

to his local customers.
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A Hell with

RASTER.

Cancer Customs and Superstitions
All C ountries.
The Egyptian Odrls
I .at n
prototype of 11

In

probably the

was

A

aa >s

;!

TJ—

the dawn—whow.i* known 'o ti.t <> r:u Os tarn, or Kastre.
mans and Saxons
The latter god ’—was often worshiped
with lire, probably as an emblem of the
When

dawn—t)stcrfeuer
came Christianized, the

«-

rmany

a

dusky

his

in

WHITING BROTHERS.

converts.

1895.-

bell was sent to the mission from
France, ami w hen t ho village \\as attacked
ami destroy* d by the Knglish in 17-1. it
went down in t he ruins of t he building
and was burned in the embers.
Here it
was found a few days later by an Indian
lad. an acolyte of t he church, w ho dug it
out and bore it away into the forest.
IjRter. w hen a few scattered families returned and rebuilt t heir wigwams, t hey
searched for the bell in the ashes ami
were surprised and disappointed when it
proved to be missing. The boy finally
told them he bail taken it away, but refused to disclose its hiding place, though
he sometimes said: “Maybe Indian hear
ringing matins some moon for big vilTin

I

church did
old pagan
The
But they could nut do it.
customs.
Kastre festivals in particular had taken
a deep bold oil the hearts of the people,
and the heads of the new church wisely
decided to make the hot of them. So they
turned them into ("hrtstlan observances inThe people held
stead of heathen rites
fast to their egg>. la t them go they would
not.
They kept oil Coloring and giving
them as presents quite as much as though
they still worshiped the goddess Kastre.
One must go back to the Persians for
lietheir first observance of the egg day.
fore their conversion to Mohammedanism
the Persians reckoned the loginning of | lage.*’
It was not until after the war of 1812
their new year from the day in which the
Acthat a wood chopper saw something t lint
sun enters Aries, which is in March.
cording to one of the ancient cosmoganles, | looked like the top of a kettle protruding
all things were produced from an egg.
from the roots of an uprooted tree. It
This cos- |
hence ca 11 ed the mundane egg.
proved to be the bell, rust-eaten hut unmogany was received in Persia, and on this
; broken, which had been hidden in the
account there obtained among the people
of that country a custom of presenting hollow trunk of the tree for over a ceneach other with an egg. the symbol of a tury. It was brought down to Norridgeof time on every New
wock and later taken to the medical
new beginning
Year s day—that is, on the day when the school at Brunswick, from which it
sun enters Aries.
finally passed into the keeping of the
Among the Jews the season of the an- historical
society at Portland.
cient New Year became that of th
passover, and among the Christians the seasor
Preserving the Color of Flowers.
of the passover has b<*come that of Faster.
The following method of
the
preserving
In olden times the fires were nlwayf color of dried flowers,
to even
applicable
eve
on
Faster
all
the
churches
in
quenched
the most delicate poppies, has been disand kindled anew from the flint, and the covered by Herr Nienhaus. Ammonia in
air is the main cause of flowers losing
new fire being hallowed by the priest evtheir tints; so Herr Nienhaus
ery one could take home a brand, to be
presses his
paper which has been
lighted, when needed, as a preservative specimens between
saturated with a solution of
previously
is
I>oss
well
observed
against tempests.
one per cent, of oxalic acid in water.
an old custom of putting the house in orScientific American.
der on Faster day. particularly the kitch
its lust,
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ELLS

We take

My joys wen- f* w; she mode them less,
i blame li< piety.
Last Lent she gave up worldlineaa
And also gave up

me.

pleaanre

In calling your attention to

^Prices from lO

['Mnw'

line of

onr

cts.

upward.

LINOLEUMS.
We have thin Season in Linoleum*.

Floor

Cloths,

two and four yards wid<\

16-4 Linoleums have never been shown in Ellsworth before.
If
you need a Floor Oil Cloth. Try Linoleum. It will wear a lifetime. We shall still carry 4-4. 6-4 and 8-4 Oil Cloths from
25
to 40 cents per square yard.

I*N 04VSN Ot W<-

In addition to regular

Carpetings

offer

we

ALL CARPET

SUNDRIES,

-AM)-

SMYRNA RI GS,
THREAD,

JAPANESE RUGS,

CARPET LININGS.
BRUSSELS SAMPLES
CARPET SWEEPERS’
TAPESTRY SAMPLES
EXTRA SUPER SAMPLES.

STAIR

OILS,
WILTON RUGS,
LINEN STAIR COVERS,

MOQUETTE RUGS,
BINDING,

Pitcher^

*

Li-vu-ra!

We have, taken especial care In
.electing our design. and coloring, for the coming
"e,"on* ,ln'1 ,he f«vnr with which our -pedal Imnd-Fernbrook Kxtra
Super-ha.
lieen received hr the trade, ha. warranted ..ur
purrha.lng largely In ext ra, of the
pa«t. We respectfully suggest that it l. to your Interest to see our
good.hef r,

is no secret nostrum, You are told*
[ what there is in it, and you know that \
jts ingredients cannot be surpassed in 3
] curing Biliousness, Inactive Liver, j [
j Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Catarrh of the' 1
[ Stomach, Diabetes, Bright's Disease, ]
i
] .and Bowel Troubles.
Dr. Robt. Challoner, the eminent [
!
[specialist, of Nashville, Tenn., says:]
\ ; “There is nothing in Livura that can,
] in any way prove detrimental to the [
j [ most delicate constitution. The form- ] ;
For Stomach, ]
; ula is purely vegetable.
] 1 Liver, Kidney and Bowel troubles I. [
I am using ;
; know of nothing better.
[Pitcher's LIVl’RA in my daily prac- [
tice.
Livura is a gentle and efficient,
] : tonic and does much good to the tired. [

buying.

«

1

We

the

only Dealers in Ellsworth having Rooms deexclusively to the Sale of Carpets and Wall Paper.

are

voted

■

>

WHITING .BROS..

1

NO! YOUR EARS DO
NOT DECEIVE YOU

1

>

physical economy." ]

i
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When you hear

u-raf
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BY

M’F'G
York.

CO.,
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;
;

Don

Clothing

s

t

in

price from >1.25

We also claim that

unrivalled

are

say that Our Child-

us

range

ti.ooa bottle.

sts

in

forget

to

and

our

prices

Furnishings,

etc.,

Ellsworth.
see

Girl"

“Gaiety

our

Hat.

OWEN
No.

C.

S

EL

FURNITURE

Water St.

FOSTER,
DEALER
AND

Farmers,
Laborers,
Teamsters,
Can find
better shoe than the

FUNERAL

DIRECTOR.

no

Bread Winner.
It is strong:,

Flowers

reliable, honest, and manufactured

t, t,:ve A I.L OCT-lHIOK
r:
i;K> tile Bent Service i.
the Leant
M de 1
Men and Hoys fr- m soft,

n

|!

with

styles, scaiules
and without tap sole.

Lairnoral

WOJtlvMoney.
pliable stock.
and Congress;

fu.rnish.ed.

FLUTTERS’

Seasons.

all

at

SUFFICES.

AMOS P. TAPLEY & CO.,
BOSTON, MASS.

30

and

.‘12 Main Street,

"

|
is the

only
permanent

sure
cur**

and
for

j

all kinds of

RHEUMATISM,
COUT and

New Gowns For Easter.

Miss I*rue.

a

CHINA AND JAPAN MATTINGS,
WHITE and FANCY JOINTED. JOINTLESS,
and COTTON WARPS.

When the proprietor of a medicine declines to tell vou what his remedy is
composed of there is some reason for it.
As a rule there is no medicine in it—a
little poor whiskey and water, perhaps;
or may he it is a
poisonous decoction
that will do you an injury.
A remedy like

The women who adorn themselves with
fine garments on Easter morning ar bat j
following the superstition of their fa:..\. ay
forefathers in Saxon England, for to \\<r
old clothes on that day will bring -ad
crosses in lore.
In Poor Rubin tho ancient custom responsible for this modern j
law of fashion is ref* rred to thu*.
■

Tapestry,

close second.
grades we show MANHATTAN'S
LINENS and HEMPS.

uiprntrfnl

At East* r 1* t your cloth* s 1m? iic\v,
Or else bo sur y *u will it rue.

Brussels and

In the lower

over

Sjmboliftm of the Lily.
In the middle ages the white lily came
to be considered by the church *.he especial
emblem of heavenly purity,
it was dedicated to the Virgin Mary. Its cup became
tho model of the consecrated silver chalice,
and nearly 100 saints claimed it for their
emblem.
Painters of'en placed it in the
Madonna's hands in their representations
of that most feud and precious ideal of
n
ancient art, and its use in
festival of
o
the annunciation gave to i;
name of
annunciation lily.
The stalely dignity
and chaste and inviolate purity of the
flower made it especially appropriate.
Transferred from earlier to the later religion, from pagan temple to convent,
cloister, cathedral and church, it lias gain3d in significance in the transition and
preaches on Easter morning and at all
other times a gospel of beauty and 1 ve
free from all egotism, full of wholesome
piety and charity and rich with etc rnal
purity and hope.

OF

KIDDERMINSTERS will ,
Leading Ingrain Carpets this season, with | n\r

our

Christ's tomb, and as a reward for
its devotion its eggs were ever after decorated.
Another story Is that of an exiled lady
who amused herself and children by decorating eggs w ith Easter mottoes. One
bearing tho words, “Hope In God,” fell
into the hands of a soldier, who, by chance,
gave it to the captive husband and father
He recognized the handwriting, and at
last the fragile train brought about the reunion of the family.

lay

LXISTE

FERN BROOKS ami EX

of
A\ysterie?

■

1895.

AT LOWER PRICES THAN EVER.

Bew&re

;

FULL

Motpiette,

in

v

SEASON-

CARPETINGS M WALL PAPERS.

3l)t)rTtisnnrnts.

In many parts of Ireland and England
olden days the belief obtained that on
Faster morning the sun danced in honor
Un tho evening of
of tho resurrection.
Holy Saturday great preparations were
made for the finishing of Lent.
Many a
fat hen and dainty piece of bacon were
put in the put by tho cotter's wife, and
woo to the person who should taste it before the stroke of r_\ but at that hour
would be beard the clnppmg of hands and
cries of "Out with the Loot!” All would
be feasting and merriment for a few hours,
when the good people would retire, to rise
about 4 o'clock in order to see the sun
dan celt was an old custom in England to
break the Lenten fast by eating a gain
mon of bacon on Easter Sunday, and thus
show the abhorrence in which the Jews
were held on that festival day.
A custom obtained in many parts of
England in which, as soon us the service
of the church was over, the boys ran about
and laid hold of every woman or girl they
could meet on the street and accosted
them with "Pay for your shoes, if you
please.” at the same time stooping to take
them off, which, if they were not paid,
they would do and would carry the shoe*
off, leaving the hapless female in her stocking feet.
At Twickenham two great cakes used
to l>e divided in the church on Easter day
among the young people, while in the
Peak of Derbyshire a custom known as
The children
sugar cupping obtained.
used to repair on Easter morning to a
spring called the ‘Dropping Tor,” with a
cup in one hand, a quarter of a pound of
sugar in the other, and having caught in
their cups as much water as was desired
from t^e dropping of the spring they dissolved the sugar in it and drank it
It is the custom of German families on
Easter eve to place sugar and real eggs,
the former filled with sugar plums, in a
nest, then to conceal it with dried heaves
in the garden, that the joyous children
may hunt fur them on Easter morning.
It is a superstition all over tin1 world
that one should wear new clothes on Easter day.
Had luck will billow if there Is
not at least one article which is new.
It was an article of faith with ihe devout of Normandy that with the earliest
chimes of the church hells of Easter morn
celestial visitants descended and at every
house where there were little children left
eggs for them as tokens of their visits.
But satan, ever on the alert, sometimes
adroitly slipped in an egg of ill omen.
Many of the old Blaster customs have
gone like the wassail howl and yule log of
Christmas, but colored eggs, like Santa
Claus, have firm hold on the childish heart.
There is a pretty legend to account for

~~~—=

Sbbrrttsrnunts.

History.

Donahues'* Maga.zinc, gave the romantic story of the old
Norridgcwock bell which in the earliest
<inv- of Maine's history used to summon
the faithful to prayers in the little log
chapel where Father Kale said mass for

George J. Varney,

Ell."worth.
—■

<lF'n* K. Chambers, with
Wadiburn & Moen, Worcest-r,
Mass., says: “Have
been a sufferer for over
4
V-arwith kidney trouble
and w -akness. Could get no
relief from doctors. Clover
Bitters cured me, and I
think it valuable medicine.**

—

I

■

■■■■
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CIOVCT UinirnLllt.
Healing and Soothing,
Perfectly Safe and Harmless.
For Scrofulous Sores, Eczema,
Salt Kheum,Tetter, Festers, Pirnples' Bdrber’s Itch» Pi,es> Boil3'
Chilblains, Bruises, etc.,

I

LUM BACO.
A

book will he
wen! fret; to those
send In tf II** ir nil*

1

urpSBto

*-■

H* >-*f

». V;

.<<>..

C. W.

EPILEPSY CURED.
For <»\**r ‘ill ear* ! have i>r«• j>ar**«l a remedy
KlILhlll* Firs that has performed revm rl:a bit curr.s—in
manv
ca*iafter other
treatment-had failed.
-ulT
iromthidUcn-e try my remedy. M< Heine tor a month.

used

f'J£

$-•00;

est

two

month*, $.b.v>, prepaid

express office.
I

I*.

Johnson*,

tham, Mn

Clover

I)ysj>--p'i
me.

to vour near

the

F1Y.VNS, Ilruggiiit,
Dovf:u, Maine.

f

-•

of WalH

says:

Bitters

and it h

It is worth

price

For sale

I
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t
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time'
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by all Druggists.
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search of the Rev. Mr. Brown, to perform

the time of his introduction to them, had
resolved to put a final period of all their

the

difficulties by bestowing upon him the
object of his wishes.
But Mr. Clarence Sanford
first

one

to learn

was

not

All

f

the

be married to a Massachusetts belle.
If this latter report affected Viola, she
did not show it, for she was not a girl to
die for love, that was very evident, and
her rosy cheeks and bright eyes testilied
to that effect.

•J-^—-...^^.vrTlTrtr—

L-- _—I
Written

f»r

th<

HER OWN ( HOK E.
BY A. E. AUSTIN.

"Tli-.iigh fools spurn Hymen's gentle powers,
Wo, who Improve hi- golden hours,
p,y -weet experience know
Tf. it marriage, rightly understood,
to the tender and the good
tip
A

paradise

below

was, beyond doubt, the
in all Hancock county.
I have heard her features criticised over
and over again, until she was completely
stripped of all pretensions to beauty, and
vet those very critics, the next time they
saw her, found their hearts melting under
the influence of witchery which, from

Haywood

Viola

prettiest girl

whatever

source

it

sprang,

was

generally

felt and acknowledged.
When flashing with merriment or with
indignation, her eyes seemed to be jet
black; but when lo r soul looked kindly
through them, the color melted into a

liquid brown which was perfectly enchanting.
Her lips were like rich, ripe strawberries, and the melody that came gushing
through them a- she tripped through the
farmhouse,

or

stood in the choir

day, seemed like the warbling
of nightingales.

on

of

a

Sunnest

tlie singer that a curtain
could be
ran across the gallery, which
drawn at pleasure -otherwise the warm
Viola from
glaces directed towards poor
below, must surely have done fearful exIt

was

well for

ecution.

He

was sure

to meet

with the

annoyance, who

father’s

was

sure

that all his fiddling and singing would
come to no good,
and, as a matter of
in that hospitable region, the
course
singing-master was invited to her fat hers
house “to take tea.”
The moment he made his appearance,
Mr. Haywood and Aunt Eliza set their
faces like flint against him, for tin* eager
eye of the latter caught him in the act of
looking more than once intently at Viola,
as she glided
about the room making
preparations for tea, and in the apprehension of the former, there were two
sins lying at his door, either of which
would effectually have shut him out
from his house and heart.
Eugene Cunningham, besides being

good looking, had tin* dress
manners of a gentleman, and this, in

decidedly
and

man who had iiis own way to make in
the world, was utterly unpardonable.
He was, moreover, giving instructions
in an art for which Mr. Haywood felt
nothing but contempt, and all these conditions rendered his reception so frigid,
that a less frank and joyous spirit might
have been chilled, but Eugene Cunningham seemed utterly unconscious of anything out of the way, and chatted and
laughed with his host as much at his
ease as though he had been an old and
familiar friend of the family.
It was clearly impossible to put him
IIHW II

!»_)

UNI N

ItHmS

Ul

nilUlII

III V,

to

there was no remedy hut to take care
that his visit was not repeated, and
measures were taken accordingly.
to atViola was strictly forbidden
tend t he singing-school, or to hold any
the unoffending
communication with
teacher, and for the first time in her life,
her father spoke to her so harshly on the
subject as to draw tears from her eyes.

nearly

those, notwithstanding,
who persisted in the belief that Viola
Haywood was more than once seen at the
singing-school, and that it was her voice

ed,

where
plenty of lovers, in the place
beautiful girls were at a premium.
Almost every marriageable man in Lamoine had been found with his horse
tied at Farmer 1 layw*'ud s gate, w hile its

out

owner

was

trying

to

make the agreeable

tlie fair Viulu.
But this was by no means an easy
tank.
The golden fruit was guarded, if
not by a dragon, yet by two individuals
as

tierce and

as

vigilant.

Farmer Haywood prided himself on his
lineal descent from tin- voyagers of the
“Mayflower,” and in virtue of his Puritan
though, it incumbered on him

ancestry,
to he exceedingly strict

in

the government

his household.
He eschewed all kind of merriment,
especially the foolish and vain amusement
of “song-singing,” Hiid though
compelled to tolerate the warbling of
Viola, would never suffer any of her
young companions to join their voices
with
beneath his roof, unless in
of

her,
singing church music.

He knew that the fair Viola was the
and
cynosure of ull eyes in Lamoine,
inwardly determining that not one of all
their appearance
who had yet made
should bear off the prize, set himself
at work to counteract their opera-

quietly

tions.
In this he was able assisted by his wife,
Aunt Eliza, who thought \ iola, as the
only daughter and heiress of the Hayfirst
woods, ought to command the very
She was,
match in the whole county.
a
therefore, ever on the alert when young
or good-looking man entered the house,
and generally contrived to substitute
her own company for that of \ iola, who
various pretences.
surThen, if these obstacles were
mounted, there was the damsel herself—
as a fairy, but if the truth
was

sent away

on

bewitching
be told, mischievous as a marmoset,
and quite as unw illing to be caught.
Woe to the unlucky wight whose suit
awakened the displeasure of the provokmust

U

Lit

JRTSfUTtUlie

U1

ail. OttU-

j

pupils,

her

a

old Deacon Carleton, who was
reared up under the blue-law system, and
a
regarded it a deadly sin to look at
than
woman on the Sabbath, was more
detected in stealing a glance at
once
Viola, who was performing a brilliant
ligure, and when rallied on the subject,
excused himself by saying: "Iruly, the
damsel hath a wondrous voice, and she
remind'dh me of llebeknh«at the well, in
the great Bible." This was the old man’s
idea of female beauty, and higher praise
was not in bis power to bestow.
It is not t>» l"1 supposed that Viola Haywood, stu b as I have imperfectly describhad readied her nineteenth year withEven

lt'Ilgl

ford seemed likely to be crowned with
success, for suddenly the demeanor of
rebuff which effectually cooled his ardor, i
Viola became entirely changed, and she
at least for a season, though the worst of
had evidently determined to resign herall was, that no human being could reself to her fate.
When, for the lirst time, he had the
tain anger against our heroine, for whathave been, felicity of escorting her to a party in his
ever his provocation might
the moment he saw her again, one smile “new turnout,” he was the proudest and
would banish all remembrance of injury, happiest of men; though it was certainly
and leave him more in love than ever.
ungrateful for her to leave him sitting
A few months previous to the date alone for a whole hour while she was
when my story commences, a singing j making a call at Col. Davis’.
It so happened that Eugene Cunningschool had been started in the village by
ham was there at that precise time, but
a young man from the eastern part of t lie
State, named Eugene Cunningham, who how could Viola be expected to know anyt hing about that?
had taken this method of increasing a
When at last she made her appearance,
small income during the winter months
looking so provokingly happy, the enwhen his business was ordinarily dull.
Viola was one of his
greatly to amored swain ventured upon a slight

ing Viola.

American,

ho

There

which
with

were

was

the

heard

at

recess

singing-master

in

conversing
low

tones.

However this may be, his name was never
mentioned at the farm, and the good
dame and her husband rejoiced that their
prudent foresight had nipped this evil in
the bud.
Just at this critical period a new actor
appears on the scene. This was no other
than Mr. Clarence Sanford, a man in his
own estimation of no small importance,
for besides a large homestead in a neighboring town where he resided, he owned
two farms and a number of valuable wellhorses.
He had attained the sober age of thirty
and live, still in a state of celibacy; and
though innumerable plans had been laid
to deprive him of his liberty, he remained
“fancy free” until, in an unlucky hour,
he saw and heard the beautiful Viola,
when he chanced to attend a church service at Lamoine village.
From that hour Clarence Sanford had
Twice every week
never known peace.
his visits were regularly paid at the farmhouse, and though it was long before he
summoned courage to speak of love, if
ever woman could have been stared into
matrimony, Viola was in a fair way of
becoming his bride.
His faculties seemed all concentrated in
the one sense of seeing, for he seldom
ever attempted to converse with his lady
love, who, it must be said, gave him little
encouragement to do so.
But if Viola was unmoved by his silent
suit, not so with her parents, who, from
bred

expostulation.
“Now, really, Miss Haywood, this
little too bad”

is

a

him short by
eXdaiming: “Mr. Sanford, I am not your
w ife yet, and if I was, I wish you to distinctly understand that I shall come
when I please, and go when I please, and
but she cut

stay as long as I please.”
There was nothing more to be said -so
the gentleman humbly begged pardon
for daring to be out of humor, and ever
after waited in the road as submissively
as a lamb, while
Viola made her long
visits at Col. Davis’.

Spring

was

rapidly approaching,

and

at last
a

in readiness.

The bride

all

as

our

|

J

regular correspondent.]

Washington, D. C., April 1,1895.
In view of the probability

that

the

very important part in the fifty-fourth
Congress, there is considerable specula-

a

to

as

who

will

be
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finance committee of the Senate may play

tion

Dr. Swan’s

its chairman.

Under the existing organization Senator

i
i

Nerve

j

Tonics

Voorhees is chairman of that committee,
but, although no one knows, it is

^

generally expected that the Senate will
be reorganized as soon as it meets. So
general is this expectation that the republicans have been discussing the makeup of this committee, and have, informally, of course, arrived at some conclusions. Senator Morrill, of Vermont,
“the father” of the Senate, would be,

t(

j

Blood

and

l

<it
^
j

1

the usual rule, the next chairman
of the finance committee, but, owing
to his age and the hard work which is
i
likely to fall to the lot of the head of that
committee, he has indicated his desire to
waive his rights in favor of Senator Sher- <|
man, who was chairman of the committee when he retired from the Senate to
n
become secretary of the treasury under J
President Hayes, and it may be considered as settled that Mr. Sherman will be
chairman, if any change is made. It is j
probable that the membership of the |
committee will be increased from eleven |
j
to thirteen, and that Senators Cameron,
of Pennsylvania, and Platt, of Connecti- •i
cut, will be members, the former being
the choice of the silver men for the place
left vacant by the retirement of McPher- j «!
son, of New Jersey.
^
Verily, times have changed. Up to the
Cleveland regime it was the habit of
nearly every President to walk about the
streets of Washington, just as any other
under

]

^
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Is prepared at our laboratory under
the personal supervision of Ur.
John Swan, and by reason of its
peculiar combination and process
possesses wonderful curative
It tones the stomach and
powers.
digestive organs, vitalizes the
blood and builds up the entire
system. It is recommended and
prescribed by physicians for iicart
trouble and all nervous disorders,
When using this medicine you
may consider yourself under Ur.
Swan's personal care and can consuit him either in person or by
letter without expense.
With every bottle we enclose a
bank check, our guarantee that
this medicine will do all we claim
for it. If your druggist does not:
keep it we wiH scud it direct to
you, express paid, on receipt of
price. Full pints, $1.00.
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tie entered it!
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There sat his smiling Viola, brimful of
a
A Syrup of Five Fruits, an easy
happiness, if her face might be trusted, ercise would do, but the memory of the J physic for parents and children.
25 P
and at her side, glowing with love and
public is short and the other day when 1 Pleasant to take. Small size,
joy, and looking handsomer than ever, Mr. Cleveland actually walked from the ^ cents. Large size, 50 cents.
sat his detested rival, Eugene CunningWhite House to the residence of SecreWestbrook, Me
Scate. Medical Co.,
hum, who seemed to be on the best tary Herbert, about four squares away,
terms
with
his
frVVMVVVWVV
made
a
out
of
local
sensation
companion.
the
possible
papers
For a moment Clarence gazed in utter it; which shows the deteriorating effect
“In
the
then
exclaimed:
astonishment,
of having a President who shuts himself
name of
thunder! What does all this up, surrounded by sentry boxes and demean?”
tectives and is afraid to venture out
Eugene Cunningham rose, and drawing among the people.
1
the hand which he was holding through
Speaking of changes, one that was very
his arm, led Viola a step forward, saying amusing was brought to the attention of
with a bow, “Allow me to introduce to the public by an overtruthful speaker at
! you an old friend with a new title. This one of the sessions cf the southern
lady has long been engaged to me. I Methodist conference for the Baltimore
1
AH Sorts of People
found her here to-day, alone and discon- district, now sitting in Washington.
will testify to the curative
tented. The good minister was tired of
Mr. Cleveland sent an invitation to the
value of
waiting, and so I ventured, with her con- members of the conference and their
The True “L. F.” Medicine.
sent, to take your place. She is now my families to attend a special reception at
It banishes Dyspepsia, that
; wedded wife, and for your kind con- the White House, and when it was laid
harborer of the blues and relieves constipation.
i sideration in the matter you will please before the conference, one of its members
It is a family blessing.
-Rev. J. S. Tongue, of Charlestown, West
accept my warmest thanks.”
35c. u bottle.
lb- ceased, but no answering sound met
Virginia, came near to exciting a riot by
his ear. Surprise and vexation deprived
opposing the acceptance of the invitation
poor Clarence of the power of speech, and and calling attention to the fact that the
it was not until the smiling bridesmaid
last time this conference met in Washtendered him some refreshments, that liis ington in 1875— it had refused a similar
astonishment found vent in words.
invitation from President Grant, on the
“Well, if this don’t beat all natur! ground that the conference wished to keep
My wedding over as slick as a whistle, as free as possible from politics.
Viola Haywood,
and 1 am not married!
Nothwithstanding Mr. Tongue’s reiLrtjnl Xottrcs.
wlin'd a thought you was the girl to play
about the inconsistency of such
marks
j
a fellow such a trick as this!”
! action he was promptly booted down and
Order of Notice on Foreign U ill.
To this Viola replied: “You knew very Mr. Cleveland’s
invitation
STATE OF MAINE.
accepted.
well, Clarence Sanford, I always told you Sensible people, regardless of their poli- 11 an< (k k, ss: At a court of probate 1 ...den at
|
Ellsworth, within and f«»r said count \, -*u tht
1 did not love you, and that I did love ties or their religion, can on!> laugh at
j
second Wednesday of March, a. d. 1
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
somebody else, but you thought if you | such silly doings on the part of those who
assume to be leaders and teachers of their
a copy of the last will and te-’ inn nt of
only had my-fat her and mother on your i
T. Steel, late of Philadelphia, in the
Edward
congregations.
side it was no matter how 1 felt, and now j respective
te
state of Pennsylvania, and of tie
thereof in said state of Pennsylva
duly
next
see
has
of
it.
The
what
come
you
to
the
been
authenticated,
having
presented
36ucrtiscmcnls.
time you go courting, let me advise you
judge of probate, for our said o»uni\, I"i the
r*
ded
first to get the consent of the girl herself,
purpose of being allowed, filet! and
in the probate court for onr said conn!>.
and then it will be time enough to ask
given to
Ordered, That notice thereof !
all persons interested therein, by
ing
the parents.”
a copy of this order three weeks successively
So saying, the happy pair bade Mr.
in the Ellsworth* American, a mw-paper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county, tht
Sanford good-day, and left him to digest
first publication to be thirty days
prior
his disappointment as best he might.
to
the second Wednesday of Mas a. <1.
that they may appear at a ]■■ d. .te
lS9f>,
In
the very ecstasy of wonder, he
AT THAI'
court then to be held at Bucksport. within
in
and for said county, at ten o’clock
actually u histled a tune for the first time
the forenoon, and show cans*, if u::y they
in his life; then, after repeatedly rubsame.
the
have, against
n date.
(». P.t l N N 1 NO HAM, .1 idge of
bing his head as if to collect his scattered
r.
A true copy, Attest:—(.’has. 1‘ Dorr
wits, he turned to Jeannette, who had
rPHE subscriber hereby gives pubm- notice
not taken off her wraps, and said with an
1
to all concerned, that she h- d, en
air of a desperate man: “I’ve come all the
duly appointed and has taken upon her-elt
,esthe trust of executrix of the last v.
way here to get married, and by thunder,
ate
Tren.J. Wilbur
tanient of Milton
I won’t go back with the mitten if there’s
>-ed.
ton, in the county ol Hancock, it
-he
by giving bond as the law
anybody to have me. What do you say
intherefore requests all person* wh
over to t he minister’sand

p

^4

—

this extraordinary proposal. I bride to iiis own home, and then departed
“What in thunder,” he said at last, “do alone to seek an interview with her paryou want to run away and get married ents how the wrath of Farmer Haywood
for, when the old folks are so agreeable and Aunt Eliza was abated by the fact
that Eugene Cunningham had received a
to the matter?”
“Anybody can afford to run off and get legacy of some thousands from a distant
tied, but it isn’t everybody, I reckon, that relative, and had forsworn singing in
can afford to have such a grand wedding
public how after a time, Viola and her

V
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debted to said deceased's c*tate, t" make
win ,,aimmediate payment, and tin
any
-am
-etdemands thereon to exhibit t
d. \\
Mai
k.
tlement.
Ellsworth. March 13. a. i». 1st
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MATI. OF >1 VIM
1
Court of proi.,
,-worth.
Ha sciii k, s*
ls9.Y
March term. a. d
t*
:tlehaving been
nient in estates of
Bltn lull, deElizabeth F. Osgood, hit*
ceased. Irving Osgood, udmii -tr.it*
used
llarviy Moore, late of Ell* "idh.
\ugu*tu« K Moore, adntinistr. tor

WINDOW.

VCCOFNTS

I have planned out and if the boys and
girls don’t dance and frolic, too, it shan't

be my fault.”
“1 hope my father can make a wedding
himself for his only daughter,” she said
with great appearance of indignation,
“and as for your dancing and frolic, you
know very well he would have no such
things in his house. If I am ever married
at all, it shall beat Bar Harbor, by good
Parson Brown, on Paster eve, and this I
determined upon.”
Poor Clarence was too much in love to
dispute the point, but he was sorely puzzled to understand what the varying
humors of the lady meant.
Nevertheless,
he was on the spot at the appointed hour,
and w hile the farmer and his good dame
were all anxiety and bustle, preparing for
the wedding soon to take place, he and
his smiling bride-elect took their departure for the noted summer resort.
In due time they arrived at their- place
of destination, and proceeded to one of
the fashionable hotels, called for a room,
into which Viola and a female friend,
who had joined them on the way, were
ushered, while Clarence departed in ;

husband came back to the old homestead,
where they spent a long and prosperous
life; these things are all to be found in
the chronicles of Eamoine, where their
descendants still dwell, inheriting the
singing propensities of Eugene, and the
good looks and mischief of his fair Viola.

20 cts. per lb.

Only

Chas. H. Wood, adinini-tiat
M
d*
Spencer Robinson, late of !* *
v*
ut<*r.
ceased. .1 D. Harter.
..eased
C. P. Jordan, late ot Kllsw* :: !i.
I,. F. (iilcs, administrator.
mini ant
give
Ordered, That the saul
notice to all persons inteiested, by causing a
copy of this order to be publish-<1 three
"North \mer»weeks successively in the 1
n
Ellsworth, tu
cau, a newspaper printed
said county, that they appear at a prohate
court, to be holden at El Is wort h, on t be second
Wednesday of April next, ,t n n .-t the
clock in the forenoon, ami show cuu**., it any
thev have, whv the same should not be allowed.
O. P. CUNN1 NOH AM, Judge.
Attest:—Chas. P Dork, Register.
A true copy, Attest:—Chas. P. Dork, Register.
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hero, who was weary of his long probation, began to urge upon Viola the
propriety of being “married and settled
before hot weather.”
There was a perfect understanding on
the subject between himself and farmer
Hayward, who had given his daughter
unequivocal intimation that if she refused obedience in this matter, she had
no longer a home beneath his roof.
It was vain to argue,and still more vain
to supplicate, for like most ignorant people, who mistake obstinacy for firmness,
John Hayward prided himself on never
changing his mind in anything.
There was evidently no way of escape,
and Viola submitted to her fate with so
good a grace that she was never seen to
It would even seem
shed a single tear.
that something pleasant was always before her by the arch glance of her eyes,
the roguish smile that played about the
to going
getting
corners of her mouth, and the dimples in
>.
> U'm ncc iutib auv la
B >
L 'U, i.nu U'l .w
her cheek.
j
not the only girl in the world.”
If it is to be so, I suppose it must,”
Jeannette blushed and said: “This is so
she said one day when her lover was urging his suit. “If you choose to go to Bur sudden!” but before she had time to
Harbor and have the ceremony performed utter another syllable, Clarence had her
there, very well; if not, I am in no hurry in his arms. It did not take long for
We can easily Jeannette to make up her mind, and in a
to change my condition.
I
manage the thing by going from home very short time the two were made one,
and Clarence drove off in great style, as
njumg
JUSI lur a ruie iu eujuy me
at mosphere.
happy as if nothing had happened.
The
The remainder of this veracious story
gray eyes of Clarence Sanford
dilated until they resembled two large how Eugene Cunningham carried his fair
our

[From

was

like the wind.”
The poor man looked a picture of utter
despair at this unexpected request, and
stammered something about the delay,
and sending a substitute for the lady, if
come she must.
But Viola would listen
to nothing of the kind. She was sure
Jeannette would not come if anyone else
went for her, for she would never believe
they were in earnest, besides it would
be a gr nd opportunity to show off his
handsome horse and buggy in the village.
This was attacking Clarence on his
weak point, so he started off with a rueful
countenance, only saying as he went
“Now mind, Miss Viola, when J get back
this business must be settled in less than
no time, or my name is not Clarence Sanford.”
Miss Jeannette Edwards was some time
in making her toilet; but there is an end
to everything, and Clarence at length
had the felicity of driving up to the door
of the hotel where he had left his
treasure, with the proud assurance of
having deserved the reward he was about
to receive, by the sacrifice he had made in
her behalf.
He proceeded at once to the room they
had taken, but what a sight met his eyes

|

on the next Finance Committee—The President Takes a W'alk.

Speculating

was

waiting in the next room, when Viola
suddenly exclaimed; “Oh dear, is it
possible I had almost forgotten my positive promise to invite Jeannette Edwards
to my wedding whenever I got married,
but luckily it is not too late.”
“Clarence,” she said, turning to him
with a winning smile, “will you take
your carriage and go for her? It is only
two miles, and your good horse will go

2U)brrtisnncnts.

FROM WASHINGTON.

newly-blown rose, in her

tailor-made gown; the bridesmaid
smiles and raillery, the minister

that the “course of true

certainly must.
Things went on in this way for several
months, during which time nothing was
seen of the quondam singing-master in
the village, though report said he was
doing very well at his trade (that of a
tailor) in a m igboring town. It was also
learned from the leading members of the
church sewing-circle that he was about to

CASSCR-

'—-"-li—C

was

looked like

love never runs smooth.”
He had obtained the sanction of the parental board,
but he was soon made to feel that this
was far from being the most difficult part
of the undertaking.
The more Aunt Eliza and her consort
smiled upon him, the more resolute became their daughter, until the poor lover
was almost beside himself with anxiety
and vexation.
She refused his attention, returned his
presents, made him the butt of ridicule
on all occasions, and
when at last he
mustered up his courage to the point of
asking her the important question, the
answer to which was
to decide his fate,
she replied with much gravity, while her
sparkling eyes were running over with
mirth, that she thanked Mr. Clarence
Sanford for his flattering opinion of her,
but really she was so happy at home that
she could never think of leaving it.
This answer was duly reported to the
parents of the refractory damsel, who very
coolly replied that Viola was a silly girl
and did not know her mind, but she had
yet to learn who was master at the farmhouse, and if fair speeches did not conquer her obstinacy, w hy- something else

■"

important ceremony.
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Sedgwick,
I
the county of Hancock, dec* ;,s* d. h\ giving
I bonds as the law directs: he therefore rendeblcd t*» the
: quests all persons who are
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and those who ha.*
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payment,
I
settlement.
thereon t*» exhibit the same h
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rilHE subscriber hereby gi\
puh, ic not ice
to all concerned, that In. has been duly
X.
**d and has taken upon himself the
administrator of the estate of
trust, ol an
Martha s. Haynes, late of Hancock, in the
of
Hancock,
deceased, by giving bond
county
as the law
directs; he therefore requests all
persons who are indebted to the said deceased’s
estate, to make immediate payment, and those
who have any demands thereon to exhibit the
K. K. Thompson.
same for settlement.
Ellsworth. March 13. 1895.
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“Experience is the best teacher,” remarked Plodding Pete. “Yea,” replied
Meandering Mike; “but my personal
observation is that it’s a mighty poor
way ter study law.”
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daughter was born to Mr. and Mr*.
Tapley, March 30.
Sewell Henry has returned to bis home
A

not very lively
on the granite is
present. The contractors are waiting
for the repeal of the granite law in New

Work

in Aroostook county.

at

York.

Robert CL Tapley w as home from Hacksport Saturday ami Sunday.
There are now twenty-seven cases of

I

The committee appointed to locate the
school house met Wednesday afternoon i “mumps'* in this neighborhood.
and viewed all the building sites In the
Miss Laura II. Jones is at home from
once you will
village, and all agreed that the best place Boston, where she has been spending the
for the house was at the head of J. L. past two w eeks.
lot. The lot was accordingly
Sick Head- 'thatto’s
or
('apt. Alec Snow, of the sound steamer
purchased and work will soon be com- “Arils,” was called home last Tuesday by
menced on the foundation.
his wife’s illness.
Mrs. Lizzie Eells, wife of Capt. Albert
C’apt. Augustus Darby arrived home
Eells. died very suddenly Tuesday mornlast week, after a year’s absence.
C’apt.
NO l’AY.
been
well
for
not
had
Eells
Mrs.
ing.
Darby has made several long voyages
death
was
unher
sudden
but
some time,
since leaving home.
expected. It was pronounced by the
The bark “Onaway,” C’apt. Robert M.
physician as heart failure. The funeral
now at Adelaide, Australia, made
Ellsworth.
services were held at the Methodist Tapley.
the run out from New York in eightyfive days. The passage of the North Atiltiucrtiscmcnts.
lantic was unfavorable. On the twentyeighth day out she crossed the equator,

-AT

==M. GALLERT’S.=

NO CURE,

Don’t Make

!

Cheap Boy

a

!

i

Some parents are inclined to buy too cheap clothing tor
the boy. We have a large assortment of boys' clothing
1 hey are cheap j
that will bear the most rigid examination.
The cut below represents the
in price but rich in quality.
i
buckboard we give every purchaser of children s clothing.
I
!

Prices

as

Low

as

any Retail House in the Country, and Lower than
any in Eastern Maine.

tlie <>nl\ Dr\ (food- Dialer- ill Ell-wortli who carry a stock up to date, a*
nothing hoi- into oitr -tock hut what i- the late-t production of the manufacturer- in this
he bought a- reasonableof u- and a-cheap a-old
Country and Europe. Such good-can
I
discarded
been
w
hahich
by legitimate dealer- for some time.
and on Jan. 20, fifty-one days out, tra-li
reached the meridian of Cape Good
All kind- of Drv (food- are \ cry much cheaper since the new tariff law went into cfHope in 45 degrees south. Ten years ago
\N e arc up to the
per cent.
feet; the reduction in values i- from about 2d to dd
t lie “Onaway” made her maiden voyage
time.-,
t
t he same nort in Australia.
than
to offer to our eu-tomotherwi-c
ti
do
afford
cannot
and w it h our ciiorinou- -tock we
Tomson.
Aprils.
W e can afford to do it and wc
our good- at lower prices than any of our competitors.
Sullivan.
to
market
to
the
we
When
in
doit.
a
few
to
buy our good- we have no faa
Mrs. Henry Preble spent
condition
go
days
arc in
we
Bar Harbor last week.
for
our
check
we
draw
hut
credits,
everything
buy.
for
a-k
vor-to
long
Hey. J. A. Weed has been chosen su()ur -tore i- -it crowded with new goods that we have hardly a fair chance to di-play
perintendent of schools, and has engaged
and have decided to unload some of them as quickly a- po-siblc. For
them to
We

are

!

j

.*

Miss Alice Laws to teach the spring term
in this district.

V. Bennis and daughter Rosa
Capt.
have arrived in New York on their way
home from Cuba.
They are expected in
Sullivan this week.
S.

Daniel Conners' house is proThe plasterers will finish their
1
work this week, and Mr. Conners hopes
I to have it ready for his family the first of
Work

on

gressing.

advantage,

j
!

this. reason w e offer bargain- in some of the leading departments,
class merchandise never has been offered by reliable merchant- at

profit

we

a-

offering

arc

at

In this department

in eastern
in overcoats and suitings, and the
This statement
second to none.

clothing

j

show the finest line of up-to-date
Maine, comprising all the latest patterns
we

and finish are
back up with the goods

quality, style
we

themselves.

Look

at

8.

April

Neckwear.

Easter

Our

Miss Clara Preble and Mrs. Farnsworth have taken rooms in Blake’s block.
West Sullivan, and will open a dressmaking shop there this week. Mrs. Farnsworth will continue to make her home at
Sullivan Harbor.

Went Sullivan.
H. Price Webber is

With every cash purchase of $?o.oo we give a beautiful Pastel or etching. They are on exhibition in our window; drop

billed to play here
this week.
Harry G. Somes, of Mt. Desert, was in

in and

town

them.

see

Carpet Houses in the United States.
They carry constantly a large stock
subject to our orders, and we have the
samples ready at all times for inspection. For those in want of light grades
of carpets, we are ready to procure
them at short notice, such as Royal
Wiltons, Moquettes, Axminster, Wilton, Velvets and Body Brussels. We
cut carpets to measure, sew and lay

Kensingtons reduced from fl.00

FRIEND &

CO.

to

70c.

Cotton Chains from line to 35c.

Tapestries, 50. 62’ and 75<\
Brussels, fl.00, fl.25and ?1
In

100

Three vessels are at the w harves to be
with granite. Spring work begins

to

come.

Silk

I

tin*

Have*

Sol«* Atfonrv

lor

Huncork

remain

y

8.

A.

new

tow

n

from f2.50 to fJO.OO.
200
A

busily engaged in starting
rectly the new set of books.
F. W. Lord, of Ellsworth,

was

in

tow

fUlOTHERS,
H
Bateman's

from f 1.00 to f5.00.

n

most

Do You Know

remedies for children

are

composed of opium

Po yon Know that opium and morphine

are

or

are not

permitted

Po You Know that you should
or

your

not permit any medicine
physician know of what it is composed ?

Po You Know that Castoria is
its

a

aged by

morphine ?

stupefying narcotic poisons

Po Yon Know that in most countries druggists
without labeling them poisons ?

uaie.,8 you

The Willing Workers have done finely
since their organization, and the interest
seems to l>e as great as at the start.
It is
hoped this circle will merit the honors
that all such societies gain when man-

that Paregoric,
Drops, Godfrey's Cordial, many so-called Soothing Syrups, and

to

be

to

narcotics:

given your child

purely vegetable preparation, and that

ingredients is published with every bottle

a

use

for

list of

?

nearly thirty

years, and that

more

Castoria is

now

sold than

of all other remedies for children combined ?

Po You Know that the Patent Office Department of the United States, and of
other
M

countries, have issued exclusive right to Dr. Pitcher and his assigns

Castoria

and its

formula, and that to imitate them is

Po You Know that

one

of the

reasons

because Castoria had been proven to be

for

a

state

one

cent

a

dose

the word

prison offense t

granting this government protection

are

furnished

for

was

35

f

Po You Know that when possessed of this perfect preparation, your children may
be kept well, and that you may have unbroken rest f

Vell» these things

are

Th. twialU

rignatnr. of
i

worth

knowing.

a

town.

Bucksporr.
Rev. D. L. Yale, of Ellsworth, will
lecture on Jerusalem, “The Holy City,” at
the vestry of the Congregational church
this (Thursday) evening. The lecture is
illustrated
by sixty fine stereopticon
views.
'Hie
particularly
subject is
interesting and appropriate at this season.

absolutely harmless?

Po You Know that 35 average doses of Castoria

•oats, or

to use

in

The funeral of Mrs. Clarion F. Higgins,
wife of Zenus Higgins, of Bar Harbor,
took place Sunday at the residence of
Mrs. H. J. Emery, sister of Mr. Higgins,
Rev. Theodore F. W hite officiating. Mrs.
Higgins was born in Rockland fifty-eight
years ago. She had been spending the
winter in Worcester, Mass., with her
daughter, Mrs. Clifford Crockett, at
which place she died April 4.

Po You Know that Cantoria is the prescription of the famous I>r. Samuel Pitcher.
That it has been in

women

.Salisbury Cove.
Miss Isabel Kinaldo, of lslesford, who
has just returned from a visit to her aunt
in New York, is visiting Mrs. George B.
Richards, of Eden.

?

sell

the

North l.auioiM*.

They

are

facts.

sjj? y/g> JT<^^7' fctZcAj/M

The house and barn of Reuben Hamilwere
destroyed by fire Saturday
morning, April 6. The farm implements
and most of the furniture were destroyed.
Insured.
ton

t«

on

ewy

wrapper.

April

Children Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.
i

f25.00.

line of Mi*ses’ and

cor-

Our
known

Cloak

\

Silks.
There is no quest inn : Si'ks are t^e leading
dress waists and trimming material for
the coming season. N«» lany'-» wardrobe
will be complete w it In mi u
:k dress, a
silk waist or a dress iri nomd w it h silk.
We have bought s l*». » id m;r assortment is so !nrg
in I ut h \ '.in and fancy, containing '-<» 'uany different lines
and qualities, : h11 wt do not know to
which to call \ou4 ‘It- •: uii. Suffice,
if you want
call ami look
so

cheap

a

‘•••mi f«-r
our

fai^si

k

s

<

m *

cun

r.

be

samples or
They are
bought for
75c., and

25c. per yar 1. Tut "in.
fl.00 per yd. cauno! be mien.

Our

New Dr?cs Goods

continue

writing about

is

so

our

and

well

There

is

no

stock

this side of Boston to compare
with it.
A large quantity of Checked and Plain Barnaley Oinghams,
12 ^c.
Striped Suitings, su'table for tailor- American Sateens mi
10c and l'-Cc.
made gowns, usually sold forfl.25; we Printed ami Plain Crt t<nv at
offer them at
5c.
75c. Satin Finish Prints at
Have just received a large line of French,
A careful inspection of the following
English, Scotch and Herman Novelty w ill sa ve yon mum
Dress Hoods. Choice goods; the latest
j 150 doz. All Linen O* -s Towels at
productions of those countries. See
-'.c. a piece.
them, even if you do not want to buy One Case of Crashes wr
3'e. per yd.
them.
10 piece# of (iei-man Bleached Oamask at
50c. per yd.

Wash

Goods.

Dress

Wc do not know what to say about them
or to which to call your attention.
By
actual count, we have over
fifty different kinds of material suitable for a
wash dress. The prices in these
goods
range from
5c. to 25c.
We call your attention to

Have arrived. Handsome they are and
cheap. The new tariff ims reduced the
price so that de-drab e i -re&s Goods are
within the rerch of all.
All-Wool India Ta ii! at
35c.
All-Wool 46-incl» India Twill ut
50c.
Last eat, 75c.
25c. to 50c.
Fancy Cheviots from

Dry, Fancy

Room

that it hardly needs ad-

vertising.

C. W. Conners and I). E Conners, of
Sullivan, and R. H. Williams and James
E. Conners, of Franklin, were in town
last week.

Children.

larg*

to

Children’s Coats and Jackets,

this week to furnish the school-books for
this town which is to have two schools
this spring.

and

f2.00

Capes,

officers have been and

are now

Infants

Indies’Coals,

the lawns and

The

for

fl.50.

at

250

gardens.
Mr. Hubbard is painting the Woodman
job w hich the carpenters have just completed.
on

Print Wrap-

tine

lot of Percales and Chal-

John Robinson is about to begin work

COOMBS.

and

Sport.

Sorrento.

FREDERICK

is

ROOM.

lies,

April

‘J5 cts. per yard. Our assortment
unequaled, v* ith a large and choice
selection of patterns.
save

per* in Modes, Chocolate, Indigo
at 98c.
and Red.
One

two

weeks.

ounlv.

(

will

We guarantee our Wool Carpets to be 15 cts. per yard cheaper, and
on our Topes try and Brussels you can

Shirt Waists,

One lot of

1k

I .a

and

stock.

from 50c. to fl.50.

store.

April 1,

can save money by
visiting
Carpet Room and looking at our

Wash Shirt Waists,

Marsh lectured here
last
Monday evening, and is holding
revival services here with great success.
came

our

from f2.50 to flO.OO.

Mrs. Farnsworth and Miss Preble have
a dressmaker's
shop at Blake’s
hall in connection with Mrs. ‘Hopkins'

He

You surely

from f.r>.00 to flO.OO.

opened

Rev. Norman

the best goods
fifty different

iot, Diagonals and Crepons,

The church is indebted to Miss Hattie
Miller for two beautiful baskets of artificial flowers, roses and Faster lilies.

millinery

about

Art Squares and Rugs, the largest assortment in the city.

of Straw Mattings from 10c. to
per yard. Those we offer at 15, 20
and 25c. per yard are 10c. per yard under the market value.

Separate Skirt* in Navy

George R. Hagerthy has moved h.s
office to Bar Harbor, much to the regret
of his many friends.

It is always ready for use; it cleans itself every t.me it i* used: the flow of ink
can be increased to suit writer by slightly turning pen back into barrel; ladies and
school children can carry it in any position and it will not leak; when the cap is on
it is impossible to get any ink out: it never drops ink <>r floods when writing; it cannot gum or foul, as it is always moist; the (»ol<i Pens are the very best made, and
warranted unconditionally; the assertment includes Long. Medium and Short Nibs,
and Fine, Medium, Coarse and Stub Points, to suit every hand.

margin of

Black material, in Serge, Chev-

Dr.

A FOUNTAIN PEN THAT IS WARRANTED.

a

patterns.

pieces

CLOAK

Sunday.

in the market,

50c.

loaded

Telei’Hone conn ecu on

you that lir-t-

-mall

Bailey’s Floor Oil Cloths

them at small expense.

50.

connection with our Tapestry and
Brussels, of which we carry about 60
piece** in stock, we have added a line
f the largest
of samples from oi.e

Mr. I^aMarsh, the blind preacher, will
hold meetings here this week.

LEWIS

-o

CUT PRICES IN CARPETINGS, OIL CLOTHS. STRAW MATTINGS,
ART SGUARES AND RUGS.

I May.
50 Pcs. of all wool ingrain Carpetings,
Henry Hawkins was expected home
consisting of the well-known makes,
but
was
detained
from college last week,
as Donnells, Parks, Fernbrooks, BerkWe understand
on account of illness.
shires. all of this season's patterns, at
that his health is improving, and he will
Other dealers H*k 65c. to
per yd.
be able to come home in a few days.
75c. for the same.

Department.

—tiring

a

pre-cut.

|
Men's and Youths’

in Maine.

____

8.D. AYiggiu. Druggist.
No. 1 Main- St.,

Largest Stock

Exliibition of the Finest and

Neuralgia.

ache and

Modern

Urooksvtlle.

Sewell

home.

in

powders

New, Desirable, Fashionable and

mm*.—

box for 5
If you try them
always use them.
cts.

a

Stock of---

Gigantic

in town

were

money.

3U>brrti'«cmrnts.

church. Wednesday afternoon. Rev. F.
W. Snell, of West Brooksville, officiated.
I
see
other
I For additional County Xeus
pages.
The deceased was the only daughter of
I ('apt. Rodney and Lucy Witherspoon,
South Hrooksvitle.
father and mother,
i she leaves a bus hand,
Sarbeen
in
lias
Warren Hutchinson
end a large circle of friends to mourn her
gentville this week on business.
! loss.
O.
Capt. John Eells and wife, of Kockport, i April 8.

COUNTY NEWS.

Latest

a

few of the

Novelties.

Irish Printed Piques, beautiful colors and
designs, more than twenty-five different patterns, at
25c. per yd.
All-Wool Challies at 39c.; the 50c. grade.
French Sateens, black ground, at
25c.
Duck and Pique Suitings at

12'/ic.

wonderful stock and assortment.

What

A

few

qno*ntions

o

Sueeting:
ic. per yd.
per yd.
l'J'.u* per yd.
L-mler* in Indies’

Unbleached Sheeting a:
Bleached Slice.ing n
9-4 Unbleached Sheet in 'at

He.

Our Bargains and
Hoae for the season :
500 doz. English fast black seam leas Hose,
15c.
heavy ami tine gage, at
The kind others u-iui"y veil at 25c.

Draperies and Lace
Curtains.
An

stock, c lntiiining most everything in Luce, M u". Chenilles, and
Plush, ak price* »ovV»- I11..11 ever.

we

enormoiM

do not have

tI

w

of

Carpetings,

House-iurutouing Goods, isn’t worth having. Our assortment is so extensive us to be at tines confusing.
We are tbe Deaden- in the Dry Goods business. We own our stock and it is
paid (or. Our facilities i n having our goods
I’re unequaled, our purchases a-e extensive. We a-e in a condition to
buy cheap and to sell ch-an. Yh-re n to competition 0r
competitor whom we do not lead, both as regard assortment of goods and low prices. You get goods of ns ,c ildi vou are not
ashamed to use, make a., a.id wear after you buy them. If you
spend your money with us you spend ,t ,u..i i. n .• .-. with economy and

aatisfaction.

8.

Children Cry for
Pitcher’s Castoria.

—

M. GALLERT.

